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PRIVATE PARTICIPATION IN NON-RESIDENTIAL URBAN RENEWAL
PROJECTS IN NEW YORK*
RONALD

D.

ANTON -'"

I. INTRODUCTION

Wif HEN one considers that urban renewal transcends the traditional pallaV diums of private ownership of property and equal treatment of all under
law, by according special treatment to individual landowners and developers,
it is understandable that infringement of these fundamental economic concepts
has been advanced with xenophobic caution. Nevertheless, the manifest abuse
of private ownership resulting in slum areas and urban deterioration has
supported a public judgment that something more than private development
is essential to eradicate physical blight and accomplish socially desirable restoration, with ultimate reverter of such improved property to private ownership.
The federal urban renewal program is intended to effectuate slum clearance by condemnation of deteriorated areas; relocation of residents; demolition of existing structures; and by encouraging a recrudescence of private
initiative in erecting new construction at the cleared site. It is contemplated
that the assembled tract will be sold to private redevelopers at its fair re-use
value.' Because federal assistance is available only for a percentage of the
expense of planning, acquiring and clearing project land,2 and is not available
- This study was financed by a grant from the Greater Buffalo Development Foundation Inc. The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Herbert B. Forbes, Buffalo
Asst. Corporation Counsel, and Owen B. Augspurger, Esq., for their constructive criticism
of the manuscript.
** Lecturer, State Univ. of New York at Buffalo, School of Law; Member, New
York Bar; LL.B., U. of Buffalo; LL.M., U. of Pennsylvania; LL.M., Yale U.
1. Morris, The Role of Administrative Agencies in Urban Renewal, 29 Fordham L.
Rev. 707, 716 (1961). See also, Waite, Nonresidential Urban Renewal in New York, 10
Buffalo L. Rev. 265, 276 (1961), who recognizes that federal assistance also aids accomplishment of the concomitant benefit of economy in administration of the program in that the
extent of federal aid "has enabled the Federal government to influence and stimulate local
controls of land uses, and to exercise an effective control of as many details of urban
renewal as it wishes by the familiar device of aiding projects only if the city involved
complies with the prescribed conditions. A city that has not done all it can to prevent
urban blight through enforcing sensible housing, zoning (reduction of building costs), and
building laws is not likely to receive federal aid."
2. Grants for acquiring and clearing project land are authorized up to two thirds
of the net project costs of the city's total cost of acquisition and site clearance of the
renewal project, or up to three-fourths of said net project cost with special approval of

the Administrator. 71 Stat. 299, 42 U.S.C. § 1453(a), as amended, 75 Stat. 165, 166 (1961).
Where a municipality has a population of fifty thousand or less (150,000 for a municipality
in a distressed economic area), the permissible federal contribution is increased from twothirds to three-fourths of the project cost. Housing Act of 1961, 75 Stat. 149, 165 (1961).
Insofar as municipalities with population in excess of fifty thousand are concerned, under
a three-fourths program the net project cost would be computed on a basis which eliminates certain administrative, legal, survey and planning expenses from the project cost.
Since these administrative costs are usually a major expense of a renewal program, a threefourths grant would be advantageous only if the cost to the city of acquisition and site
clearance in a high price area were to exceed the expense of administering the program.
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for construction or improvement of any building, 3 the municipality is required
to supplement the cost of planning, acquisition and site clearance and to accomplish independently of federal aid the construction of improvements and
4
disposition of the improved facility to ultimate project occupants.
While originally there was no provision for financial assistance to nonresidential project development, and only slum clearance was contemplated as
the objective of governmental assistance by the federal urban renewal program,5 a gradual increase in assistance for development of non-residential projects is revealed in the evolution of federal and state legislation. 6 The Housing
Act of 1954, while still not providing financial aid for non-residential renewal,
expanded the concept of urban renewal and designated as the object of federal
assistance the totality of municipal housing problems,7 on the rationale that
prevention and rehabilitation8 would obviate by prevenience the need for renewal. The Housing Act of 19599 was doubly significant in providing that
non-residential development, not to exceed twenty percent of the total project,
would be eligible for federal aid; and in promulgating a broadened concept of
a community-wide program, projected upon a ten or twenty year perspective,
3. 73 Stat. 675, 677, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1460(c), 75 Stat. 149, 163 (1961). However, the
Housing Act of 1961 provided for liberal mortgage assistance for the financing of home
repair and rehabilitation in urban renewal areas. 75 Stat. 154, 12 U.S.C. 1715k (Supp. 1962)
4. The city is obligated to provide .the balance of the project cost by local grants-inaid. 71 Stat. 300, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1454, 75 Stat. 149, 166 (1961).
5. 63 Stat. 413, 43 U.S.C. § 1441 (1958).
6 For the historical implications of various acts on the federal level in connection
with renewal, see Foard & Fefferman, Federal Urban Renewal Legislation, XXV Law &
Contemp. Prob. 635, 653, et seq. (1960). In addition to urban renewal, the federal government has carried on a program of low-income housing calculated to prevent urban blight.
The federal public assistance grant-in-aid program must also be credited with reducing the
number of substandard dwellings by furnishing funds to indigent persons, thereby permitting those assisted to procure decent housing accommodations. For the argument that federal policy ought to be made "more comprehensive, not in the sense of including everything, but in the sense of comprehending everything that it does include-and also what
its programs omit," see Howard, The Role of the Federal Government in Urban Land Use
Planning, 29 Fordham L. Rev. 657 (1961). For disquisition upon the need for remedial
action at the federal level, see Johnstone, The Federal Urban Renewal Program, 25 U. Chi.
L. Rev. 301, 302-8 (1958).
7. 69 Stat. 622, 42 U.S.C. § 1450 (1958), 73 Stat. 676 (1959). See also, the President's
Advisory Committee on Government Housing Policies and Programs, Report 1 (1953) for
the view that: "A piecemeal attack on slums simply will not work-occasional thrusts at
slum pockets in one section of a city will only push slums to other sections unless an
effective program exists for attacking the entire problem of urban decay. Programs for
slum prevention, for rehabilitation of existing houses and neighborhoods and for demolition
of wornout structures and areas must advance along i broad unified front to accomplish
the renewal of our towns and cities."
8. Rehabilitation seeks not only to eliminate structural deficiencies but also environmental deficiencies, such as poor land utilization, incompatible land uses, lack of adequate
public facilities and unsafe, congested street patterns and traffic hazards. Osgood and
Zwerner, Rehabilitation and Conservation, XXV Law & Contemp. Prob. 705, 706 (1960).
Conservation, as juxtaposed to rehabilitation, would involve conditioning and repairing
property to a satisfactory standard, without rebuilding or rehabiltation. "As applied to
an individual building, it would include all repairs required, up to the point of extensive
breaking of plaster, such as cleaning and painting, ordinary repairs and routine replacements, such as roofs, plumbing lines, wiring, etc." Morris, Urban Renewal and Housing
4, Practising Law Inst. Monograph (1962).
9. 73 Stat. 672, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1453, 75 Stat. 165, 166 (1961).
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so that planning would no longer be disjointed and isolated, project-by-project
within the municipality. 10 The percentage of a renewal program whch may
be devoted to non-residential development was extended in 1961 to thirty
percent of a municipality's total project area." In addition, the Area Redevelopment Act waived completely the predominantly residential requirement with
respect to the character of project land, in connection with certified economically distressed areas. 12
New York State legislative and judicial attitudes have evinced a comparable evolution toward this distention of non-residential development as an
integral part of urban renewal. In all probability, there will be continued response to demands for increased emphasis upon non-residential development
prompted by local desires to attain and preserve a balanced, economic tax base
that will permit adequate public services at reasonable rates, on the premise
that commercial and industrial properties contribute two to three times as much
in local taxes as they receive in services, as contrasted with residential uses
where only the highest cost property pays its own way.' 3
The furnishing of federal funds to municipalities to expedite the execution
of urban renewal projects is a substantial aid to cities faced with pervasively
acute problems of blight and decentralization-twin terrors engendering crime
and disease; the need for increased services; 14 curtailed investment; depreciated
value of adjacent properties and reduced tax-base values and sources of revenue;
all of which have exacerbated the perennial difficulty of municipalities to raise
income to meet new expenditures. Frequently, because of the very fact of
municipal difficulty in procuring funds for financing its share of the expense
of a renewal program, financial participation by private redevelopers is compelled to assure the success of a renewal program. Significantly, the fact that
a non-residential urban renewal project conducted exclusively by private enterprise is ineligible to receive either federal or state grants-in-aid, 15 conduces
to municipal participation and designation of the non-residential area as one
encompassed in the General Neighborhood Renewal Plan, in order to procure
such aid, as well as enlist municipal support for the project.
If we assume municipal participation in an urban renewal program eligible
10. See Walker, A New Pattern for Urban Renewal, ',,VLaw & Contemp. Prob.
634 (1960).
11. 75 Stat. 149, 168, 42 U.S.CA. § 1460(c) (Supp. 1962).
12. 75 Stat. 47 (1961), codified in scattered sections of Titles 12, 15, 40 and 42 U.S.C.
13. Schmandt, Municipal Control of Urban Expansion, 29 Fordham L. Rev. 637, 651
(1961).

14. It has been determined that municipal services for deteriorated areas may cost
on a per capita basis 50% to 75% more than for well-maintained residential areas. U.S.
Chamber of Commerce Urban Development Guidebook 4 (1955).
15. In the federal scheme, urban renewal programs are executed by local public agencies, which may be "any state, county, municipality or other government entity or public
body" authorized aid empowered to undertake urban renewal projects. 63 Stat. 421, 42
U.S.C.A. § 1460(h) (1957), 75 Stat. 166 (1961). Local public agencies are generally cities,
housing authorities, municipal urban renewal agencies, or redevelopment agencies whose
jurisdictions are city-wide only.
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for federal grants-in-aid under the Housing Acts mentioned, 16 our next inquiries must be addressed to (1) identifying the sources of financial aid available to meet the municipality's share of the renewal program, toward the end
of integrating and accommodating the municipality's financial needs within the
acts; (2) evaluating the role of private interests in assisting the renewal
program; and (3) considering the most desirable business form or entity
available to private interests to effectuate their objectives in the redevelopment, with special emphasis upon considerations of practical necessity or
statutory mandate impinging upon the choice of organization.
As elaborated hereafter, in connection with financial aid, the municipality's
share of the project cost of planning, site clearance and acquisition may be
financed in part by New York State grants-in-aid; 17 by the creation of a
municipal urban renewal agency;' 8 by certain municipal improvements which
will qualify the municipality for non-cash grant-in-aid credit; 19 or by demolition and removal work, cash grants, loans, and contributions from private
sources. 20 The municipality's cost of relocating project occupants; of construction and disposition, will generally be borne by private capital interests, and
16. While practical considerations of expense indicate that most renewal projects
would be of such monumental proportions as to militate against exclusive assumption of
financing by private interests without the sponsorship of the local agency and without
benefit of the federal aid concomitant with such sponsorship, it is worthy of note that a
plethora of special acts, discussed below, exist to assist in loan financing of even private
construction operations outside the purview of the municipal program.
17. N.Y. Munic. Law § 508(1) authorizes grants up to one-half the net cost of such
program to the municipality, exclusive of any federal aid or assistance.
18. These agencies are authorized to issue tax-exempt negotiable urban renewal bonds
and notes, independent, and in lieu, of municipal financing, to provide sufficient funds for
completion of municipal urban renewal programs. N.Y. Munic. Law § 559.
19. In this connection, it is worthy of note that the city may obtain non-cash grantin-aid credit for improvements made by a college or university in the immediate vicinity
of the project, even as long as five years prior to commencement of the project, thus
redounding to the city's advantage, by permitting inclusion of the cost of the improvement
in the total acquisition cost without correlative expenditures to offset that cost's reflection
in disposition proceeds. The rationale behind the legislative inclusion is apparently to
encourage donations to educational institutions because of increased probability of renewal
in the immediate vicinity, as a result of such gift. Section 309 of Housing Act of 1961, 75
Stat. 149, 169 (Supp. 1962).
Also, the municipality benefits via non-cash grants-in-aid for its share of the project,
if it refurbishes a school it would have been responsible for improving despite the urban
renewal project, in that such improvements may be reflected in the gross project cost.
However, if the public facility in the project area benefits the entire city, then only the
pro rata share of the cost may be included in the renewal project cost. The same reasoning
applies to expenditures for street repairs in the area. Foard & Fefferman, supranote 6, at 678.
Donations of land in existing streets and alleys; low rent public housing; schools or
other facilities which will be privately owned or controlled; repairs or maintenance which
may improve, but not alter the basic nature or capacity of the facility; and survey and
planning work, are examples of local contributions which would not qualify for the city's
share of grants. H.H.F.A. Manual, Pt. 2, c. 10, § 4 (1955).
20. 73 Stat. 675, 677, 42 U.S.C § 1460(d) (1959), 75 Stat. 166, 168 (1961). Other
sources of municipal contributions are enumerated in Gerak, Are Urban Renewal Programs
for Large Cities Only?, XII Traffic Quarterly 557, 564 (1959). See also Waite, slipra note
1, at 310 for the view that while a redevelopment corporation may not make gifts to the
municipality, it may act as purchaser of land, thereby giving the city cash which can
become all or part of the local grant-in-aid, provided a fair price for the land is paid.
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in this respect, the role of private individuals in assisting the renewal program
becomes pre-eminent.
Private capital may provide interim equity capital for building construction after a site has been acquired (and in some instances, cleared) by the
local public agency in charge of the project, with recovery of the investment
occurring upon disposition of the project land to the ultimate project occupant
after providing sufficient capital to meet and supplement intermediate and longterm financing of the project. In connection with short-term financing, since
receipt of federal capital grants to local public agencies is contingent upon
achievement of substantial progress on the project, 21 an inordinate delay
frequently occurs between the time of initial application for grants-in-aid for
development, and receipt of proceeds by the local public agency. Thus, private
entities may serve as the promotor or organizer of urban renewal, and the
instrument of acquisition and disposition of project land, by supplying equity
capital to satisfy the L.P.A.'s obligation, to bridge this gap.between application and receipt of aid.
Private capital may also serve as a long-term loan fund, for financing
construction by builders or as an interim-financing mortgage company, entering into a conditional construction mortgage agreement with a builder; procuring funds from a commercial bank or other long-term financial source; and
pledging its own assets, in addition to the builder's initial obligation, as collateral security for the loan s 2 Private capital may also provide large-scale demonstrations of new housing materials, designs, technology and production.
Since urban renewal must be initiated at a local level, private interests
are also essential at the very inception of a renewal program in stimulating a
knowledgeable appreciation of local needs on the part of governmental officials
and the public. Private interests can also serve as guardians and advisors in
connection with execution of the program, and do much to engender a
favorable climate for the development during its progressive stages. Finally,
21. As a general rule, no payments are made by the federal government until twentyfive percent of total real estate value of the project land has been acquired by the local
public agency. H.H.F.A. Local Public Agency Manual, pt. 4, c. 2, § 6 (1955).
However, federal loans are available during this period of interim delay. 63 Stat. 414
(1949), as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1452(2) (Supp. 1962). Nevertheless, local public agencies are encouraged to seek interim financing rather than advance loans, in order to conserve federal loan funds. H.H.F.A. Manual, pt. 1, c. 4, § 1 (1955).
22. See LeBeau, Interim Financing on Housing Projects, 2 Ariz. L. Rev. 212, 218,
et seq. (1960), who explains at 220: "As the project (progresses). . . the bank will likely
be making periodic disbursements of loan funds, keyed into such factors as state of construction and FHA progress inspections. By ihe time the project is completed, it is to
be hoped that builder has excellent prospects of selling each (unit) . . . with each purchaser occupant assuming builder's mortgage obligation to mortgage company, or, possibly,
executing new paper naming the bank as moitgagee. Mortgage company pledges each
such purchaser's mortgage to bank as collateral !or its closing loan note, made payable
to the order of the issuer of the closing loan credit, Observe that mortgage company does
not receive additional loan funds on this note overand above its construction loan note
and receipts. All it wants, and all it gets is more tirn-.." The foregoing suggests a possible
way of prolonging the credit and duration of the effidncy of the private entity's nucleus
capital.
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private participation in the renewal program is advantageous in effecting the
smooth transfer of municipal-owned realty to the ultimate occupant, via the
good offices of a private redeveloper as negotiating intermediary, by eluding
the protracted routine and prorogation of municipal formal action, because of
greater flexibility and latitude of decision-making in private operations. In like
vein, private interests will generally be more aggressive in the promotional
phases of the renewal development of soliciting ultimate project occupants to
settle at the site, with resulting infusion of new capital and consumer dollars
into the local economy.
Two distinct types of private redevelopers have emerged in the past decade.
The more common has been the panurgic investor who anticipates a profitable
return, and traditionally purchases the acquired site from the local public
agency; sometimes assumes responsibility for relocation of the project occupants
and clearance of the site; develops same; and disposes of the improved site
to the ultimate project occupants, with expectations of eventual gain contingent
upon profitable disposition of the project site to the ultimate occupants. The
second type of private developer may be characterized as a quasi-public, interimfinancing entity, undertaking most or all of the functions of private entities
outlined above, and operating via a revolving loan or other capital fund, organized to encourage development by supplying its equity capital to redevelopers
at the prevailing market rate of int&est, with repayment of the loan principal
upon profitable disposition of the project land by the builder, or after a
determinate period of years. This second species of redeveloper may also
employ its capital to purchase project land outright, with contemplated subsequent resale of land at a write-down to the profit-seeking redeveloper.
Each of these developmental entities may be composed, from time to time,
of persons altruistically motivated, and intending to promote the public good
by capital development. Each type of entity may also be sub-dichotomized
between those comprised exclusively or primarily of private participants seeking
to become the ultimate occupants of a specific project, and those participants
casually interested in the project as a civic improvement or financial investment. Individual participants in a redevelopment entity will be motivated
in varying degrees by public spirit, while those interested in profitable investment may be further attracted by the desideratum of the de facto land
cost writedowns resulting from the differential* between the cost of original
23. After the land of a redevelopment project has been acquired by a local public
agency, and is ready for redevelopment, the general contemplation is sale of the land to
private redevelopers for construction and other improvements pursuant to the redevelopment plan. The capital grant from the federal government (as supplemented by grants from
state, municipal and private sources), is intended to make up the difference between the
project costs to the local public agency and the revenue realized from unprofitable dis
position of the project land to private redevelopers. Sale proceeds generally average only
about one-third of gross project expense. H.H.F.A. Urban Renewal Project Characteristics
12 (June 30, 1957). In practice, this constitutes a write-down from the cost of acquisition
of project land under market conditions.
The term "subsidy" has frequently been used to characterize the write-down; which is
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acquisition including existing deteriorated structures and the sale price of
the land to the private redeveloper, the major portion of which would be
supported by the federal government's grant with the balance contributed
by the locality. That is, since the local public agency is aided by federal grants,
it can absorb the necessary losses occasioned in bringing the price of the
assembled and cleared land down to the point where it is feasible to develop
24
the land in accordance with the redevelopment plan for the community,
thus making the price of the project land favorably competitive with the cost
of non-project land in the area.
Too, the tract assembly function has already been effectuated by the
local public agency collocating the many separately owned parcels essential
to a major building enterprise, with the aid of an integrated program and
powers of eminent domain which avoid the profit-consuming delay of private
acquisition from recalcitrant landowners2s5 It has been suggested that some
individuals engaged in other urban renewal ventures for profit may also be
attracted to multi-purpose projects involving non-residential development so
that the relatively low yield on an FJIH.A-insured multi-family project would
be balanced with the higher yield on a shopping center or other commercial
and light industrial facility.2 6
On the other hand, as discussed below, the ancipital nature of urban
renewal developments requires the redeveloper to contend with expensive and
often tortuous methods of bidding; to purchase initial projects at tremendous
risk without any compensating diminution of expense; to immobilize needed
venture capital for deposits; to combat opposition to relocation by the hostile
residents of a proposed project; to attempt to transform the public image of
a deteriorated renewal area; and to resist covenants and restrictions on the
an unfortunate use in light of contemporary unfavorable connotations regarding "subsidies."
Since public support is essential to the success of urban renewal projects, it becomes good
public relations to educate the public that the developer is not receiving a subsidy in actuality, but rather that public funds must be expended as part of the cost of correcting
past private misuse of project lands. See Nelson, Long Term Equity Investment in Urban
Renewal, in Sixth Annual NAHRO Conference on Urban Renewal 23 (1961).
24. Johnstone, supra note 6, at 320, observes: "Land acquisition and disposition costs
amount to about two-thirds of the local public agency gross project costs; the remaining
costs consist mostly of surveys and planning, relocation, site clearance and improvements,
supporting facilities (such as streets and playgrounds), interest and administrative costs.
Much of the write-down upon sale goes to pay for old buildings that have been bought
and demolished before sale of land. Even though eighty per cent of the dwelling units
in old buildings on clearance projects are substandard, the buildings are of considerable
value and must be paid for when title to them is taken from their owners."
25. In connection with profit-making, some interesting insights into motivations for
private participation are supplied by Nelson, supra note 23, at 22: "(A) developer must
be convinced that his project will achieve occupancy immediately after completion with
its resulting financial success . . .. [Flinancial inducements . . . include low land costs
and the obtaining of a partial real estate tax abatement or at least a commitment on assessed valuation that will stick. Accelerated depreciation with its income tax advantages is
also a factor. Most important, of course, is how large a mortgage commitment can be
obtained and how low can the interest rate be. Hopefully, the developer would like to mortgage out to cover all costs and take his profit in the form of his equity in the project."
26. Williamson, The Real Estate Investment Trust Act and Its Potential for Urban
Renewal, Sixth Annual NAHRO Conference on Urban Renewal 55, 60 (1961).
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land sought to be imposed by local public agencies. In addition, although
construction costs will be uniform locally, rent scales in the redeveloped area
may be lower because it is likely to be surrounded by still-blighted areas. If
these restrictions imposed upon developers are more stringent than curtailments obtaining in the free market, they may discourage private participation,
notwithstanding the advantages of the land cost writedown.
An individual, partnership, cooperative, syndicate, trust or corporation
is authorized under the federal law to act as a sponsor of an urban renewal
project. 27 A few comments may here be apposite anent the general business

considerations involved in organizing as one of these business entities, in the
context of renewal requirements. The impact of various statutory regulations
upon internal organization of the form so decided upon, is reserved for later
discussion. Because few individuals are possessed of wealth sufficient to finance
a renewal project, there are relatively few instances of an individual, partnership or real estate syndicate (usually comprised of two or more sophisticated
large investors seeking a high yield on prime income producing properties)
able to accumulate the capital necessary to finance a renewal project.
Partnerships and syndicates are generally incommensurate to the practical
demands in the majority of cases for an entity capable of attracting sufficient
capital from a multitude of small investors. Moreover, since the novelty of the
venture makes the prospect of financial success problematical, there is a
heightened desire on the part of investors for insulation from personal liability
in the event of loss.28 Too, in light of the fact that certain statutes insist, as
a prerequisite to financial aid, that there be a broad base of community participation in the many facets of the renewal program, 29 an identifiable entity is
strongly indicated with powers of unified articulation, capable of synthesizing
public and private interests in the development, and empowered to speak and
act for autonomous participants who share a common interest in a redevelop27. The federal statute in connection with housing permits sale of urban renewal
lands to a limited dividend corporation, non-profit corporation or association, cooperative.
or public body or agency or other purchaser eligible for a mortgage under § 221(d) (4) of
the National Housing Act, 75 Stat. 149, 168 (1961).
Real Estate Syndication is discussed generally in Comment, 30 Fordham L. Rev. 440
(1962), and Berger, Real Estate Syndication: Property, Promotion and the Need for Protection, 69 Yale L.J. 725 (1960).
Cooperatives, as pertinent to the residential facets of an urban renewal project, are
discussed in Krooth, How Cooperative Housing Can Help Urban Renewal, 21 Fed. BJ.
335 (1961).
28 Where a non-corporate entity, e.g., a syndicate, is capable of financing a project,
the advantage of obtaining credit by the personal obligations of the owners may be important. Nor should it be ignored that it is possible to insure against a multitude of
business hazards, even where ownership and liability is personal rather than corporate.
29. For example, extensive local participation in the financial aspect via a broad
base of ownership of the project is required by the Small Business Investment Program,
72 Stat. 689, 15 U.S.C.A. 8661 (Supp. 1962). Similarly, under the Federal Housing Act,
a workable program presented to the Administrator of the Housing and Home Finance
Agency must show citizen participation in the renewal program in the sense of obtaining
the broad support of the community. 73 Stat. 659, 42 U.S.C. § 1451(c), 75 Stat. 166,
172 (1961).
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ment area. Both the corporate form and the real estate investment trust
entity 0 seem endued with the prerequisite qualities just outlined.

In addition, the corporate form may also be advantageous from the

.viewpoint of eligibility for special tax exemptions under various state acts, 3 '
,or of realizing investiture of special powers of condemnation not available to
other forms of private organization interested in redevelopment. 32 The corporate
form may be demanded in certain instances to qualify for specific participation
in financial benefits. 33 On the other hand, the real estate investment trust
may have a pronounced advantage (at least insofar as investors concerned
with making a profit) in its exemption from corporate taxation, on the theory
that the trust is not a separate tax entity, but merely the adjutage through
34
which income passes from the project operations to the renewal investor.
Other tax considerations may be of vital importance for the redeveloper
interested in making a profit. A corporation is taxed on its net income without
regard to the income of the shareholders, who, similarly, are taxed only on
their income by way of salaries and dividends actually received by them
without reference to any income of the corporation which is not so paid out
to them. Partners, on the other hand, are personally taxed on the distributable
net income of the firm whether or not actually distributed to them.35 Tax
30. An unincorporated trust or association is suitable for renewal purposes only if it
would ordinarily qualify as a domestic corporation, i.e., is possessed of the requisite indicia
of corporations such as continuity of existence, limited personal liability and transferability of shares. Real Estate Investment Trust Act, 74 Stat. 1003, 26 U.S.C.A. 3356
(Supp. 1962).
It is well to keep in mind, however, that personal liability of shareholders or beneficiaries of the trust may attach, where there is identity of personnel between shareholders
and trustees. In Brown v. Bedell, 263 N.Y. 177, 186, 188 N.E. 641 (1934) the Court of
Appeals stated that the "true test" of personal liability was "whether the relation between the parties is that of principal and agent or trustee and beneficiary; whether the
subscribers are separate from direct interest or ownership and control of the property and
affairs of the trust.... The shareholders should have no rights except to receive dividends
and to share in the final distribution when the business is wound up .... " This opinion
was criticized in 21 Va. L. Rev. 230 (1934).
31. For example, under the New York State Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 211 a partial
exemption from local real property taxes is authorized for redevelopment corporations organized under that Act.
32. For example, N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 216 invests an urban redevelopment
corporation organized pursuant to that Act with extensive powers of condemnation.
33. For example, under the Small Business Investment Program, 72 Stat. 691, as
amended, 74 Stat. 196, 15 U.S.C.A. § 681 (Supp. 1962), an incorporated investment company which provides a source of equity capital for incorporated small business concerns
could have $400,000.00 worth of its debentures purchased by the Small Business Administration to facilitate formation of such a company. Small Business Investment Program
§ 682(a). Loan negotiation must be accomplished within three years after date of issuance
of license, but in no event after October 3, 1964. 75 Stat. 752 (1961).
34. The Act amended Subchapter M of the Internal Revenue Code which provides
for the "conduit" or "pass through" tax treatment of regulated investment companies
(mutual funds) Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 851, et seq.
35. Int. Rev. Code of 1954, § 702. However, certain qualified unincorporated business
enterprises may elect to be taxed as a domestic corporation. Int. Rev. Code of 1954,
§ 1361, discussed in Rohrlich, Organizing Corporate and Other Business Enterprises 213,
et seq. (1958). For tax considerations and advantages of the Small Business Investment
Company, see Cahn, Capital for Small Business: Sources and Methods, 24 Law & Contemp.
Prob. 27, 60 (1959).
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factors may also be significant in connection with unemployment taxes; taxexempt pension plans; capital losses and gains; income tax on salary; taxexempt interest; and flexibility in distribution of income.8 6
Because of the prevalent legal uncertainty surrounding a trust's operation
as the result of being treated differently in different jurisdictions, it is probable
in these initial phases, that the absence of a ready market for trust shares
precludes the possibility of redemption on demand, or other shareholder disposition of interest, and renders the investment somewhat less attractive than
37
marketable stock of a renewal corporation.
In discussing the organization of the renewal entity, it will be the province
of this paper to reconcile, where possible, the statutory requirements of those
acts governing formation, and affording assistance to the entity, for the purpose
of eclectically accommodating the renewal entity under the aegis of as many
statutes as possible without impairing implementation of its objectives.
In evaluating factors influencing choice of business vehicle, emphasis will
be placed upon germane factors under the acts relevant to (1) mandatory
requirements for entity form and impact upon investor participation; (2)
sources, extent, nature and immediate availability of assistance for renewal
projects; (3) prerequisites to action before qualifying a program under any
of the relevant enabling statutes, as well as prerequisites for obtaining financial
or other assistance from federal or state governmental sources; (4) facility
of acquisition of project land; and (5) factors impinging upon disposition
and development of project land to redevelopers and ultimate project occupants.
The following Federal and State statutes will be frequently adverted to in the
ensuing discussion.
The Federal Housing Acts are, as we observed at the outset of our
discussion, oriented toward providing financial assistance for planning, acquisition of property and site clearance direct to municipalities which have under36. Discussed in Rohrlich, supra note 35, at 207, et seq. See also, Sogg & Wertheimer,
Urban Renewal: Problems of Eliminating and Preventing Urban Deterioration, 72 Harv.
L. Rev. 504, 535, who assert: "Although for tax purposes the amounts need to amortize
principal are not deductible, a deduction may be taken for the depreciation of the property. For several reasons, the amount of depreciation so deducted may in the early years
exceed the amount of principal amortized to calculate the cash throw-off (the return on
invested capital after deduction of paid expenses and debt service from gross revenue,.
First, depreciation for tax purposes may be accelerated so as to exceed straight line deductions in those years. Second, even if straight-line depreciation is employed for tax purposes the deduction taken may exceed amortization of principal because of the low ratio
in the early years under a system of fixed-sum debt service payments. Third. the useful
life of the improvements for tax purposes may be less than forty years needed for amortization of principal. Finally, the amount of the total investment upon which depredation may be taken will exceed the amount of the total investment representing debt
capital subject to amortization unless the amount represented by nondepreciable land
exceeds the equity investment."
37. Uncertainty about Internal Revenue Service regulations for tax treatment also
account for the relative non-use of the real estate investment trust as an instrument of
urban renewal. Cf. Williamson, supra note 26, at 61, who observes: "In time these trust
shares will develop local markets and ultimately, regional and national markets. Today,
the Real Estate Investment Trust of America, which holds properties in eighteen states,
has its shares quoted on the American Exchange."
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taken an urban renewal program. Since aid under these acts is direct to a
local public agency executing a federal urban renewal program, the Federal
Housing Acts are pertinent to our discussion only in the sense they influence
in direct ratio to the amount of federal aid given, the amount of local and
private capital necessary for stages of planning, acquisition, and site clearance;
and in their influence upon the organization of the renewal entity due to
38
conditions imposed on acquisition, development, disposition, etc.
The Real Estate Investment Trust Act, as we have seen,30 is the federal
legislation enabling and encouraging trusts to engage in urban renewal projects
by according profit-making ventures the advantage of exemption from corporate taxation. In New York State there is also specific legislation enabling
formation of such investment trusts, which may be used for urban renewal
purposes. 40 While the business trust has been recognized by the courts as a
creature of the Common Law, and has certainly been employed as an instrument of redevelopment, there is, as yet, no exemption from taxation for investment trusts under the New York statutes41 comparable to that under the
federal statute.
The Private Housing Finance Law,42 insofar as non-residential development is concerned, has as its primary purpose the encouragement of corporations to assist in redevelopment, and provides the necessary enabling legislation
for incorporation. It also establishes regulations governing the operations of
such urban redevelopment corporations. As contrasted with the Federal Housing Acts which extend aid only through the land acquisition stages of a
program, 43 the Private Housing Finance Law is also concerned with assisting
rehabilitation and remodeling existing structures and improvements by financial
aid.44 Only corporations organized pursuant to this Act are eligible for the
38.

The Federal Housing Administration, created pursuant to the National Housing

Act, 48 Stat. 1246 (1934) as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1702 (1958; the Public Housing
Administration, created pursuant to the Housing Act of 1937, 50 Stat. 889, 61 Stat. (1947);
The Federal National Mortgage Association, created by the National Housing Act, 68
Stat. 612 (1954) as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1716 (1958), as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1720 (1959)
exist to supply additional assistance for housing development and are not apposite for nonresidential development, except insofar as an F.H.A. apartment project is involved, which
will contain commercial facilities. These and other federal administrative agencies are
discussed functionally by. Morris, supra note 1, at 712, et seq.
39. Discussed supra note 30 and related text.
40. N.Y. Real Prop. Law, § 96(7), 42(d), 103(1).
41. New York courts have recognized the business trust in Burgoyne v. James, 151
Misc. 859, 282 'N.Y. Supp. 18 (Sup. Ct. 1935), aff'd, 246 App. Div. 605, 284 N.Y. Supp.
977 (1935), and cases cited therein at 282 N.Y. Supp. 1-8, 21; Brown v. Bedell, 263 N.Y.
177, 188 N.E. 641 (1934); and Byrnes v. Chase National Bank, 225 App. Div. 102, 232
N.Y. Supp. 224, aft'd, 251 N.Y. 551, 168 N.E. 423 (1929).
N.Y. Tax Law § 208(1), for purposes of imposing the franchise tax, defines a corporation to include "any business conducted by a trustee or trustees wherein interest or ownership is evidenced by certificate or other written instrument."
42. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law §§ 200-221. This Act replaces Urban Renewal Law,
§ 3300, et seq. N.Y.-Uncons. Laws (McKinney Supp. 1960).
43. Discussed supra note 3 and related text.
44. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 202.
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benefits conferred by the Private Housing Finance Law as outlined below.4"
The General Municipal Law of the State of New York is the primary
articulation of the legislative authorization for municipal procurement of aid
for renewal projects from the federal and state governments and from private
enterprise.46 It also outlines the procedures for municipal acquisition and
disposition of project lands. 47 As opposed to the Federal Housing Acts and
like the Private Housing Finance Law, it is concerned with encouraging
rehabilitation, conservation, restoration and improvement of existing struc48
ture.
In addition, the General Municipal Law authorizes the creation of
Municipal Urban Renewal Agencies, to act for the municipality in planning
and undertaking urban renewal projects, with full powers to apply for and
accept federal, state and local grants-in-aid; acquire and dispose of project
property; and issue its tax-exempt negotiable bonds for financing the programs,
with the result that the municipality's finances are liberated from allocation to
urban renewal programs, and statutory debt limitations no longer impose
49
financing restrictions.
The Public Authorities Law of New York,50 while not directly addressed
to urban renewal, is intended to increase job opportunities in critical unem
ployment areas by creating the New York Job Development Authority to
encourage loans from private funds, to non-profit redevelopment corporations
organized to promote the objectives of the statute, 51 thereby stimulating
construction and acquisition of industrial and manufacturing plants in the
labor surplus areas of the state. It is also concerned with rehabilitation and
improvement of existing industrial structures 52 like the other New York State
Acts, 53 and unlike the Federal Housing Acts.
The Small Business Investments Act, while not exclusively concerned
with urban renewal, 54 is the primary federal legislation addressed to providing
45. The same Act establishes comparable provisions for Limited Dividend Housing
Companies, § 70, et seq., and for Redevelopment Companies, § 100, et seq., which authorize
commercial facilities appurtenant to a project providing dwelling accommodations.
46. N.Y. Munic. Law § 500, et seq. (formerly Gen. Munic. Law § 72).
47. It would also seem that the municipality has powers to perform reconstruction
work, as well as demolition and clearance of the site, under the authorization of the Act.
See Waite, supra note 1, at 270, et seq.
48. N.Y. Munic. Law § 502(3).
49. N.Y. Munic. Law §§ 550-563. While the municipality's urban renewal.notes are
generally deductible from gross indebtedness for purposes of maximum debt limitations
(N.Y. Local Fin. Law § 25.10), the municipality's urban renewal indebtedness may not
exceed two percent of the average assessed valuation. (N.Y. Local Fin. Law § 150).
50. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1800, et seq.
51. N.Y. Membership Corp. Law §§ 230, 235 permits a local development corporation to incorporate or reincorporate as a membership corporation.
52. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1803.
53. Other New York State administrative agencies involved- in residential urban
renewal programs are discussed by Morris, supra note 1, at 720, et seq.
54. 72 Stat. 384, 15 U.S.C.A. § 631 (Supp. 1961), as amended, 75 Stat. 167. (Supp.
1962). The Statute now provides for aid to small business concerns which are displaced
as a result of federally aided construction projects. Housing Act of 1961, § 305(b), 75
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direct loans to small business concerns, industries or commercial establishments,
for financing plant construction, conversion or expansion, including acquisition
of land; as well as by supplying working capital to be used in the manufacturing process for purposes of encouraging and developing the potential capacity
of small businesses. The Small Business Investment Program15 exists to
stimulate and supplement this flow of private equity capital and long-term
loan funds which small business concerns need for sound financing, by enabling
formation of small business investment companies organized to implement the
objectives of the statute by providing equity capital to assist small business
concerns. The formation and growth of small business investment companies
is encouraged by purchase of the debentures of such company by the Small Business Administration,5 6 as well as by loans direct to state and local development
companies for plant construction, conversion, expansion or acquisition of
land in an amount not to exceed $350,000 for each identifiable small business
concern aided by the investment company.,'
The feasibility and facility of financing the urban renewal project is
obviously of paramount concern, and all other considerations must be ultimately
oriented toward realization of maximum financial assistance from the sources
outlined above. Organization of the developmental entity is, however, chronologically precedent to application for financial aid, and certain mandatory
requirements for entity form which limit dividends or restrict identity of
participants in the renewal venture, may have such exceptionable ramifications
for potential investor participation that they militate against further recourse
to the Act in question. It is the consideration of these mandatory requirements
to which our discussion is now addressed.
II.

MANDATORY REQUIRE2ENTS FOR ENTITY FOR-M AND
IMPACT UPON INVESTOR PARTICIPATION

It may be of use to the attorney contemplating the formation of a private
redevelopment entity organized under one or more of the Acts considered, to
summarize mandatory qualifying requirements for entity form under the
various Acts, and evaluate the impact of these upon attractiveness for investment. Generally, a corporation or investment trust achieves fiscal responsibility
via sale of capital stock or trust certificates in exchange for funds to finance
operations and establish reserves against bad loans, depreciation, etc. Where
endemic considerations compel a remunerative developmental enterprise, creaStat. 149, 167 (Supp. 1962). See Garrett, Small Business Concerns and Small Business Investment Companies, 20 Fed. B.J. 318 (1960), for exegesis into the definition of "Small Business Concern." See also Davidson, What Is a Small Business Concern?, 20 Fed. B.J. 332
(1960), and Barnes, What Governments Efforts Are Being Made to Assist Small Business?,
24 Law & Contemp. Prob. 3, 18 (1959).
55. 75 Stat. 667, 15 U.S.C.A. § 661 (1961).

56. 15 U.S.C.A. § 682. The reader's attention is also directed to the N.Y. Business
Development corporation organized under N.Y. Banking Law § 215, for the purpose of
stimulating business activity.

57. Pub. L. 87-341, 75 Stat. 756 (1961).
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tion of the entity will be necessitated under an enabling statute which authorizes profit, thereby attracting a few large investors with substantial equity
capital; or the multitude of small investors and building contractors who can
supply short term capital or sweat equity in their time and profits. Where only
a non-profit entity is eligible to receive financial aid under a statute, the attempts at fund-raising must generally be geared to attracting a broad base of
membership, with equity capital amassed exclusively from numerous capital
contributions. Often, the same statute demands extensive and representative
community participation in the non-profit enterprise.
The real estate investment trust must be organized as an unincorporated
trust or association managed by one or more trustees; which would be taxable
as a-domestic corporation (but for the provisions of the act); the beneficial
ownership of which is evidenced by transferable shares or certificates; and
which does not hold property primarily for sale to customers in the ordinary
course of its trade or business. 5 In terms of restrictions on membership, since
the objective of the Act is to encourage the pooling of small savings, the
beneficial ownership must be held by at least one hundred persons, and five
or less persons may not directly or indirectly own an aggregate interest in
excess of fifty percent of the trust. 59
In addition, at least seventy-five percent of gross income must be derived
from rents from real property; interest on obligations secured by mortgages
on real property or interests in real property; gains, from sale of disposition
of real property; dividends on, and gains from sale of, shares in other real
estate investment trusts; and abatements and refunds of taxes on real prop60
erty.
Since tax exemption is available only after seventy-five percent of the
income of the trust has been derived from real estate sources, this means in
58. 74 Stat. 1003, 26 U.S.C.A. , 856(a). Frequency of sales and purchases would
probably be the most accurate gauge or evidence of "holding property" as a dealer. Williamson, supra note 26, at 59. The text treatment of investment trusts draws heavily
upon the Williamson article. An excellent treatment of the real estate investment trust is
contained in Lynn, Real Estate Investment Trusts: Problems and Prospects, 31 Fordbam

L. Rev. 73, 80, et seq. (1962); and see Note, 46 Iowa L. Rev. 832 (1961).
59. 74 Stat. 1003, 26 U.S.C.A. § 856(A).
60. 26 U.S.C.A. § 856(c)(3). "Rent from real property" is defined in § 856(d) to
exclude (1) Any amount, the determination of which depends on the income or profits
derived by any person from such property, except contingent rent based on a fixed percentage of receipts or sales; (2) Any amount received 'where the trust furnished services
to the tenant or managed or operated the property, other than through an independent
contractor. An independent contractor may not own more than 35% of the shares of
the real estate investment trust directly or indirectly. In the case of a corporation, not
more than 35% of its total voting power as assets may be owned by a person owning
35% or more of the aggregate shares of the trust. This provision is obviously calculated
to assure arm's length transactions between the trust and the independent contractor;
and (3) Any amount received where the trust owns ten per cent. of the assets of the
person or corporation paying such rents. Under the attribution rules of the Internal Revenue Code, the trust is deemed to own the interest of its shareholders, so that rents may
be disqualified for tax exemption for that reason. Thus, it is of the utmost importance
for the trust to be advised of the interest of any of its shareholders in the enterprises
of tenants. See Wrllamson, supra note 26, at 60.
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effect that the trust may not qualify as a real estate investment trust until
after the project is in substantial occupancy, resulting in an immanent incentive
for expeditious development. In addition, the trust must distribute at least
ninety percent of its income annually to its shareholders to be exempt from
corporate tax to the extent of the income so distributed. Any income retained
by the trust will be taxable. The income received by shareholders is taxable,
unless the income represents a return of capital resulting from the depreciation rule, and it is possible, therefore, during the early years of a project to
find that a substantial portion of the return will be tax-free due to the accelerated depreciation which may be taken on new construction. 0 1
Where the corporate form is desired as an operational entity, some
consideration must be given to the general incorporating statutory scheme in
the State of New York, assuming for the moment that incorporation under
the Stock Corporation Law is not mandatory under the renewal enabling
statutes. Certain tax advantages are enjoyed by membership corporations
which are not available to stock corporations, such as exemption from the
state franchise tax and exemption from payment of an organization tax on
shares; 62 and exemption from taxation on income in the case of local develop3
ment corporations
The advantage of incorporating as a membership corporation was until
recently vitiated by the onerous anachronism of the statute requiring Supreme
Court approval of the certificate of incorporation" and continued supervision
and control of the corporation, e.g., approval of real property transactions. " '
Since the membership corporation's primary function would be to sell, mortgage, or lease real property in a development project, this superannuated requirement of Court approval of corporate activities would,60 when coupled
with the fact that supervision by various administrative officers is imposed
by the acts authorizing special enablement of renewal corporations, inflict a
dual accountability and control upon membership corporations. However, in
1962 the Statute was amended to provide that a local development corporation
which elects to incorporate or reincorporate as a membership corporation,
may acquire, borrow on, sell, or otherwise dispose of or encumber its property
-without leave of court, 67 so that the requirements of the act were removed
as to local development corporations organized to reduce unemployment and
improve job opportunities.
61.
62.

Williamson, supra note 26, at 60. See also, Note, 35 St. John's L. Rev. 401 (1961).
N.Y. Tax Law, § 180.

63. N.Y. Membership Corp. Law, § 233.
64.. N.Y. Membership Corp. Law, §§ 20, 232.

65. N.Y. Membership Corp. Law, § 21. The section requires supreme court approval
of the sale, mortgage (other than a purchase money mortgage) or lease for more than
five years, of membership corporation property within the State of New York.
66. See Haller, The Model Non-Profit Corporation Act, 9 Baylor Law Rev. 309, 319
(1957), who characterizes the requirement of judicial approval as a mere survival of the
attitude "that a corporate charter is a special privilege not to be available to everyone."
67. N.Y. Membership Corp. Law § 231.
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Incorporators may also be chevied by one other provision under existing
law operating to make incorporation under the Membership Corporations Law
undesirable. At present, a corporation other than a stock corporation, i.e., a
non-stock corporation, or more specifically, a membership corporation "may
take and hold property of the value of .twenty million dollars or less, or the
yearly income derived from which shall be two million dollars or less ... 2,68
It is conceivable that this provision, which was initially intended to enlarge
the holdings of a non-stock corporation, could achieve an antipodal result by
proscribing holdings in excess of twenty million dollars, and depriving an
entity of the benefits of incorporation as a membership corporation.
It also seems well established that a membership corporation may not be
organized for pecuniary profit.69 Thus, an entity seeking to attract capital by
offering a profitable return on investment must of necessity incorporate as a
stock (business) corporation.
Multiple or combination forms of development entities may be indicated
where a local group wishes to assist in as many phases of development as
possible, but the enabling statute requires dedication to one facet only of
assistance for redevelopment. For example, a Small Business Investment
Company must be incorporated solely for the purposes of performing the
functions of the Small Business Investmens Program." Similarly, the Public
Authorities Law must probably be construed as prohibiting formation of a
corporation which does not deal exclusively with projects for which assistance
is sought from the Job Development Authority, by virtue of dividend limitations imposed upon non-profit redevelopmenit corporations organized under the
Statute.71
68. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 15.
69. N.Y. Membership Corp. Law § 2 specifies that "The term membership corporation
means a corporation not organized for pecuniary profit." The secretary of state has been
advised not to file a proposed certificate of incorporation under the Membership Corporation Law where the corporation has purposes for which it might be formed under the
Business Corporations Law. Ops. Att'y Gen. 528 (1912); Ops. Att'y Gen. 183 (1951).
However, a membership corporation may conduct an incidental profitable business
which promotes one of the non-profit objectives for which the corporation was organized.
Stoddard v. Schwab, 255 App. Div. 556, 8 N.Y.S.2d 535 (1938), aff'd, 281 N.Y. 586, 22
N.E.2d 163 (Engineering society published an index service to current engineering articles).
But cf. Kubick v. American, S N.Y.S.2d 764 (1945).. (Taking assignments of property rights
of musical composers and licensing them for a consideration; not a permitted activity.)
70. Pub. L. 87-341, 75 Stat. 756 (1961). The Company must also have a paid in
capital and surplus equal to at least three hundred thousand dollars. 75 Stat. 752 (1961).
Other mandatory requirements are contained in an excellent Note, 46 Minn. L. Rev. 143,
et seq. (1961).
71. N.Y. Pub. Auth. L. § 1825(3) provides that "The corporation, if a stock corporation, shall agree not to declare any dividends on, or make any distribution in respect of,
its capital stock of any class, and shall agree to apply any surplus which may have resulted
from its participation in an assisted project to its corporate purposes. . . 2' (Emphasis
supplied.)
There is some question, syntactically, whether the words "wich may have resulted
from its participation in an assisted project" are intended to apply only to the immediately
preceding words "any surplus" or apply also to the initial clause "not to declare any
dividends." A literal reading of the sentence seems to argue for the conclusion that the
clause modifies only the words "any surplus," thus making the clause which prohibits
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In the case of the private developer purchasing an acquired site from
the local public agency, the economics of the investment market may dictate
that programs be dismembered into constituent projects so that the small, local
entrepreneur may participate within the limits of his financial ability. If the
proposed project is very large, it may be advantageous to make each structure
the subject of a separate corporation, to provide greater flexibility in construction, operation, sale or exchange7 2 with a possible holding corporation
over all to synchronize operations, realize advantages such as quantity purchasing, and integrate advantageously the tax considerations discussed below.
Segmentation of the developmental operations may also be calculated to
counteract the natural reluctance of developers to undertake expansive programs, by attracting several real estate developers to coadjuvancy in a
profitable venture, thereby auguring the success of the initial program of a
renewal area. This type of more easily digestible program would also engender
speedy accomplishment of project completion, which in turn will attract additional investment capital to develop other components of the program. The
importance of preventing disenchantment with urban renewal because of retarded development cannot be minimized as a valid determinant of the size
73
of the project initially undertaken.
One sumptuary statutory restriction in connection with segmentation of
corporate endeavors is worthy of consideration. The General Corporation Law
empowers a domestic corporation organized under the laws of this state to
cooperate with other corporations in the creation and maintenance of institutions or organizations engaged in civic activities. However, a corporation is
not so authorized if, at the time of contribution, the donee institution owns
more than ten percent of the voting stock of the donor corporation or one
74
of its subsidiaries.
dividends absolute, and not modified by the source of surplus from which dividends will
be paid. It could be argued that the Legislature bad knowledge of the Private Housing
Finance Law which enables urban redevelopment corporations to assist in wide areas
encompassing more than a single industrial project, and for this reason it would be onerous
to require formation of a new corporation for each individual project for which assistance
is sought from the New York job Development Authority, with concomitant expense of
multiple incorporations; or, alternatively and even more incredibly, intend to penalize a
corporation financing several individual sites as part of a collective renewal program, by
prohibiting all dividends simply because assistance has been received for one such site
from.the Authority. However, the courts will probably support the literal interpretation
of the statute, tolerating the enumerated inconveniences because of inferred considerations
of legislative intent to insure non-profit integrity at any cost.
72. For the suggestion that funding of several small builders rather than one large
developer on one large project, may facilitate borrowing, see LeBeau, supra note 22, at 226.
73. Designating a new project area that may be undertaken only in the dim future
may result in a blight tag on the area; discourage maintenance, repair and modernization
investment because of uncertainty; and discredit the renewal program when nothing is
done for too long a time. Success will breed success at each step of the way if renewal
planners avoid the grandiose designation of unreasonably large areas for redevelopment, and
concentrate instead on serious problems in limited sections. Address by F. Lawrence Dow,
Chairman of the Build America Better Committee, before Nat'l Ass'n of Real Estate
Boards, Columbus, Ohio, 1962.
74. N.Y. Gen. Corp. Law § 34. Cf. Bus. Corp. Law § 202 L. 1961, ch. 855 (effec-
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Project segregation by a developer may in certain instances be urged by
tax considerations, particularly the need for capital losses to offset capital gains,
but may indicate in other instances a consolidation of projects, depending
upon whether or not certain units of the private developer are operating at
a substantial margin of profit or at a loss.7 5 Too, separate corporation may
permit greater distribution of income, particularly in connection with salaries
for management in amounts which exceed those of a single operation."
While the validity of tax considerations is sapped of much vigor in the
case of the non-profit development group, segregation of corporate activity may
be urged by financial considerations implicit in the private acquisition of
project land. That is, where a certain percentage of project land must be acquired before eligibility for aid is established,7 7 or where a certain percentage
of project land must be acquired before special powers of condemnation devolve
upon the corporation, 78 then decreasing the total initial project area may be
financially compelled in order to minimize proportionately the expenses of
private acquisition necessary to establish eligibility for aid.
In light of the foregoing considerations and the specific restrictions to
which we now turn, it is not unlikely that a renewal interest-group will
segmentize the various facets of its operations, temporally and geographically,
into two or more legal entities organized under two or more of the enabling
Acts outlined below, in order to avail the group of the greatest possible sources
of aid for its development project.
The Private Housing Finance Law establishes one specific requirement in
connection with dividend limitations, but does not restrict the identity of
participants in the renewal venture.79 The redevelopment corporation is
tive Sept. 1, 1963), permitting corporate donations for the public welfare or for civic
purposes, irrespective of concomitant corporate benefit.
75. See Baskin, Tax Considerations of Private Developers in Urban Renewal, Sixth
Annual NAHRO Conference on Urban Renewal 51 (1961). The use of consolidated returns for parent and subsidiary corporations is authorized by Int. Rev. Code of 1954
§ 1503.
76. Id. at 53. A good discussion of tax considerations inducing segregation into
separate entities is also contained in Rohrlich, supra note 35, at 195, et seq. General tax
considerations are discussed supra notes 35 and 36 and accompanying text. For a discussion
of the Foundation Charter in connection with tax considerations, see Cutler, The Foundation
Charter: Certain Essentials, in N.Y.U. Conference on Charitable Foundations 111 (1961).
77. For example, before any federal grant will be allowed under the Federal Housing
Act, twenty-five percent of the dollar value of land in the project must have been acquired independently of federal aid. Supra note 21. "
78. For example, a redevelopment corporation organized under the Private Housing
Finance Law may not commence proceedings to condemn project land until proof is
presented to the supervising agency that fee title or valid and enforceable options or
contracts have been acquired for the acquisition of such title to or in real property
constituting fifty-one percent of the land area and fifty-one percent of the assessed valuation of all land to be acquired. Discussed infra note 207 and related text.
79. The Statute sets forth detailed requirements for the certificate of incorporation,
and detailed limitations on the corporate charter which may exert some indirect influence
upon identity of participants. The duration of the corporation must be perpetual. Priv.
Hous. Fin. L. § 205(1)(b). Included among the corporate purposes must be the "formulation, obtaining the approval of, and putting into effect of a development plan, the acquisition of real property in a redevelopment area, and the construction, maintenance and
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specifically forbidden to issue stock, bonds or income debentures, 80 except for
money or property actually received for the use and lawful purposes of the
corporation or services actually performed for the corporation, 8 ' but this would
appear, at any rate, to conform to existing statutory law.82
Further, the redevelopment corporation may pay interest on its income
debentures, if any, only out of net earnings which would have been applicable
to the payment of dividends on its capital stock if there were no such income
debentures.8 3 Since dividends are properly payable only out of surplus, 8 4
operation of a development," pursuant to Article 6 of the Urban Redevelopment Corporations Law. § 205(4)(a).
.Also, the certificate must contain a declaration that the redevelopment corporation
has been organized to serve a public purpose and that it shall be subject to supervision
and control as provided in the Urban Redevelopment Corporations Law, Priv. Hous. Fin.
Law § 205(1)(d). The certificate must be subscribed and acknowledged by three or more
persons, and filed in the department of state. The certificate must be entitled and endorsed
"Certificate of Incorporation of -,"
§ 205(1) (c). The certificate may provide for the
issuance of income debentures which may be accorded voting rights as specified in the
certificate of incorporation, ibid. Otherwise, the certificate shall contain the provisions required in a certificate of incorporation filed pursuant to Article 2 of the Stock Corporation Law. The requirements of the Stock Corporation Law have been simplified by
Article 4 of the Business Corporation Law, which eliminates existing requirements for a
statement concerning citizenship, number, residence of incorporators, and directors, and
the duration of the corporation if it is to be perpetual.
In terms of purely ministerial tasks, the Private Housing Finance Law requires a
copy of the Certificate to be filed with the planning commission and the supervising
agency having jurisdiction over the project, within ten days of its being filed in the department of state, § 205(1) (d). Certificates of approval of the development plan must
be obtained from the planning commission and the supervising agency within twelve
months of the date upon which the corporation became a redevelopment corporation.
Otherwise, the municipality may institute judicial proceedings to terminate special rights,
powers and privileges accorded the corporation, § 205(2). These special powers are the
right to receive an exemption from part of local taxes otherwise leviable on its realty; to
receive from the city or other named public and private bodies, land that the transferors
own in the development area; the power to condemn land with approval of the local
public agency, or to purchase for the condemnation cost to the city such land condemned
by the city on behalf of the corporation; the power to obtain possession of the land before
condemnation upon filing a bond; the power to allow tenants to continue in possession
until the land is required, and to collect rents therefor; and the power to mortgage project
land with approval of the local public agency.
80. The terms "bond" and "debenture" are often used without distinction. Both
are promissory, but the debenture is ordinarily a short-term obligation secured by nothing
more than a pledge of the income or of particular income of the corporation, Matter of
Mercantile Properties, Inc., 278 N.Y. 235, 16 N.E.2d 352 (1933); while bonds are generally
long term and secured either by tangible real and personal property (mortgage bonds) or
by the pledge of securities (collateral trust bonds) by the corporation. See, Note, 27
Colum. L. Rev. 443, 579 (1927); 12 N.Y. Jur. § 652.
81. -N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 208.
82. For example, see N.Y. Stock Corp. L. § 69 providing that no corporation shall
issue bonds or shares of stock except for money, labor done, or property actually received
for the use and lawful purposes of such corporation.
83. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 206(5). This restriction would necessarily be incorporated into the terms of the debenture contract, as a proper subject for contractual
regulation. The restriction would not apply to bonds unrelated to income under a literal
interpretation.
84. N .Y. Stock Corp. Law § 58, expressly forbids the declaration or payment of a
dividend which would impair the capital of a corporation, unless the value of the corporate assets remaining after payment of the dividend would be at least equal to the
aggregate amount of its debts and liabilities, including capital. In accounting terms, this
means dividends are payable only out of surplus. The N.Y. Bus. Corp. Law § 510(l),
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and under existing law interest on income debentures may be payable out of
income regardless of whether allocable to surplus, s5 corporate debentures have
not been subject to the restriction on the source of payment of interest which
is imposed by the Private Housing Finance Law. Since the restriction on interest
is more stringent than existing provisions of law, it may act as a deterrent
to investment where adequate capitalization requires issuance of income
debentures.
Mathematical limitations upon interest on income debentures and upon
dividends on stock of the redevelopment corporation are also imposed in
limited instances by the Private Housing Finance Law. No such payments may
be made if any default exists under amortization requirements with respect to
the corporation's indebtedness.8 6 Also, if the corporation is benefitting from any
exemption from local taxation on any of its real property in a given dividend
year,87 then in that year the redevelopment corporation may not pay or declare
as interest on its income debentures and as dividends on its stock, an amount
which in the aggregate would exceed the maximum dividend permitted by the
act.s ' Since the "maximum dividend" may be fairly substantial"9 the interest
rate which is equated to this maximum dividend can be substantially competitive and the interest rate is not likely to deter investment.
Too, it is well to keep in mind that the limitation upon interest and dividends applies only when the redevelopment corporation is receiving an exemption from local taxation under the Private Housing Finance Law. In light of
the prevailing view that such an exemption is ultimately an illusory advantage,90
it is possible the corporation may desire to forego the benefits of tax exemption
L. 1961, ch. 855 (effective Sept. 1, 1963) specifies that "Dividends may be declared or
paid . . . out of surplus only. .. ."

85. A bona fide execution of a bond will not be invalidated even though assets are
reduced below the amount of the capital by honoring its terms. Moses v. Soule, 63 Misc.
203, 118 N.Y. Supp. 410, aff'd, 136 App. Div. 904, 120 N.Y. Supp. 1136 (1909).
86. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 212.
87. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 211.
88. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 212(2).
89. "Maximum Dividend" is defined, with respect to any dividend year as "an
amount equal to five percentum of development cost less all amounts payable during
the dividend year as interest on, but not as amortization of, any indebtedness of the
redevelopment corporation," N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 202. Since "project cost" is
intended to include full expenses of the project for purposes of the statute, including expenses of planning, architectural, engineering and legal services, relocation expenses, costs
of financing the project, acquisition costs of the property, and expenses of construction,
rehabilitation or remodeling, ibid., the maximum dividend is not inexpediently restrictive.
90. See Urban Land Institute, Report to the Buffalo Redevelopment Foundation,
Inc. 25 (1959); Bergin and Eagan, Are Subsidies Worth While?, 35 Industrial Development
and Manufacturers Record 1 (1960). But cf. Nelson, supra note 23 and Goldston, Hunter
& Rotbrauff, Urban Redevelopment-The Viewpoint of Counsel for a Private Redeveloper,
XXWI Law & Contemp. Prob. 118, 123 (1961), who observe: "Real estate taxes often
amount to twenty percent or more of gross income and thirty and e~en higher percentages
for commercial properties. The reduction in rents made possible by tax abatement thus
can make a substantial difference in economic feasibility of a project. Indeed, real estate
tax abatement is almost always more important in reducing rents than a write-down of
land prices below fair re-use value."
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in order to attract investment in a redevelopment corporation geared to making
a profit.
Also, in the advanced stages of the project, the limitation upon interest
and dividends is not applicable to the entire project, even though a part of
the property may still be receiving an exemption from local taxation. That is,
the limitation will apply only to that percentage of property still receiving a
local exemption, but that part of the property which has exhausted its exemption period need not be included in assessing the limitation.0 1 Thus, as the
project advances, when there may be a greater need for capital for construction
purposes, the corporation is better able to offer desirable interest and dividend
rates and attract the requisite capital. Finally, in this connection, if the corporation has not availed itself of the permissible maximum dividend or interest
aggregate in any given year, then cumulative interest and dividends equal to
the difference may be paid in any subsequent dividend year despite the general
92
five per cent limitation.
In connection with statutes suited especially for non-profit development
corporations, under the Small Business Investment Program, a small business
investment company must be incorporated under the applicable state law for the
purpose of providing a source of equity capital for incorporated small-business
concerns, in such manner and under such terms as the small business investment
company may fix in accordance with the regulations of the Administrator.
Other requirements are that the small business investment company designate
the specific area in the State within which it will operate. This area may be a
community, county or larger area, but for any area of operation smaller than
a city or village, approval of the plan must be secured from the Small Business
Authority.94
A somewhat variable limitation on stock dividends is imposed by indirect
reference, since the small business investment company is limited by the statute
to a return or profit on its investment not to exceed the aggregate amount
-

91. N.Y. Priv. HIous. Fin. Law § 212(3). The Statute declares: ". . . that portion
of its net earnings which may be paid or declared as interest on its income debentures
and as dividends on its stock during such dividend year shall be determined as follows:
multiply the net earnings of the corporation subject to payment or declaration as such
interest or dividends by a fraction the numerator of which is the total of the maximum
assessed valuation of all real property for which the maximum exemption period has not
expired and the denominator of which is the total of the maximum assessed valuation of
all the real property of the corporation."
92. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 212(4). The provisions of the N.Y. General Corporation Law and the Stock Corporation Law are specifically made applicable to the
redevelopment corporation. Also, holders of income debentures are accorded the same
notice as shareholders, to any meeting at which an action is proposed to be taken with
respect to which such holders of income debentures have a right to vote. N.Y. Priv.
Hous. Fin. Law § 207.
93. 72 Stat. 691 (1958), as amended, 75 Stat. 756, 15 U.S.C. § 681(A) (1961). The
corporate duration. must be at least thirty years. Ibid. Some twenty-three mandatory
provisions as to corporate powers are established by regulation. 13 C.F.R. § 107.104
(Supp. 1962).
94. 75 Stat. 756, 15 U.S.C. § 681(A) (1961).
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necessary to repay the small business loan; taxes and maintenance; provide
reserves against depreciation, etc.; and pay a dividend on its stock necessary
5
to attract a broad base of ownership. This latter component would account
for any possible disparity in limitations on dividend declaration, among small
business investment companies.The statute also requires that the corporation be controlled principally.
i.e., to an extent no less than seventy-five percent of the total shares issued,
by local persons or firms located in the development. Thus, the act is concerned
not only with public participation, but in assuring a local character to such
public participation, both to achieve efficient development (on the theory that
only the wearer knows where the shoe pinches), and also to prevent exploitation
of the area by disinterested "outside" capital, concerned more .with profit
than community improvement. Further, under the act no shareholder may own
in excess of twenty-five percent of the corporate stock, if the shareholder,
or in the case of a corporation, its affiliates, has any pecuniary interest in the
project. 96
The last cited provision is obviously intended to prevent selfish advantage
on the part of an ultimate project occupant by improper diversion of the
corporate funds to the detriment of other project occupants. At the same time,
a local developer who is professionally engaged as building contractor for
the renewal project would be precluded from owning more than 25% of the
stock because of a possible conflict of interest resulting from a direct financial
interest in builder's profits, coeval with a domination of the corporation by
which employed. However, a bank or other private financier may invest in the
corporation in excess of twenty-five percent of the total corporate stock, provided there exists no pecuniary interest in the project independent of the return
on investment. Where a local development company wishes to avail itself of
loans from the Small Business Administration, it must provide in its certificate
of incorporation for "authority to promote and assist the growth and develop97
ment of small-business concerns" in the area covered by its operations.
A similar provision specifying the purposes for which a corporation may be
formed under the act are contained in the Public Authorities Law, which
requires that "The corporation shall be organized to construct, acquire, rehabilitate, and improve for use by others, industrial or manufacturing plants in the
95. Small Business Administration, "Loans to State and Local Development Companies" 4 (1961). The formula for determining the dividend rate would appear to be
directly correlated to competing dividend rates in the geographic area, as well as the
history of the corporation's past success in public issues of stock. Since public participation is encouraged under the Act, and the profits are limited to dividends necessary to
attract a broad base of ownership, the attractiveness of the stock for large finanders is
de-emphasized. No limitation on interest rates for income debentures is imposed, on the

probable rationale that recourse to the Small Business Administration loan can be made
only as a last resort when private and other public sources of financing are available.
96. Id. at 2.
97. 75 Stat. 752 (Supp. 1962). S.B.A. loans are discussed supra note 57 and accompanying text.
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area of the state in which an assisted project is to be located, to assist finan-

cially in such construction, acquisition, rehabilitation and improvement and to
maintain such plants for others."98 Where a local development corporation
elects to incorporate or reincorporate as a membership corporation its certificate

of incorporation or reincorporation must provide that corporate operations
shall be conducted for the "exclusively charitable or public purposes" outlined in
the statuteP 9 It must also provide that all surplus shall be used exclusively for
corporate purposes or accrue, and be paid, to the New York job development
authority.'0 0
In connection with membership restrictions, no member or stockholder
of the redevelopment corporation may own beneficially more than five percent
of the capital stock of the "project occupant," 10 1 which is defined as "the business enterprise which proposes to use a project after construction, acquisition,
rehabilitation or improvement."' 0 2 Thus, participation by the ultimate occupant, one most directly involved in development; may be adscititiously affected
by this restriction, apparently calculated to guarantee public participation in
revitalization programs for distressed economic areas.

Where a local development corporation has incorporated or reincorporated
as a membership corporation, no part of the earnings may inure to the benefit
of, nor shall any distribution of corporate assets be made, to any member,
although since contributions, other than dues, may be repaid by the corporation, 10 3 non-profit investment is not likely to be enervated by this provision.
Other restrictions by the federal government upon the identity of corporate
shareholders may reasonably be anticipated, to prevent loss of control by the
majority of the original stockholders, by preserving the character of the corpo-

ration, and averting a possible transmogrification from non-profit to profit as a
10
result of such loss of control.

4

98. N.Y. Pub. Auth. L. § 1825(1). The Certificate of Incorporation may also authorize the corporation to "study, and promote, alone or in concert with local officials and
interested local groups, the economic growth and business prosperity of the area and the
solution of other civic problems of the region which includes such areas."
99. N.Y. Membership Corp. Law §§ 230, 236.
100. N.Y. Membership Corp. Law § 232(1) and N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1829(2).
101. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1825(2). Though the term "capital stock" is used, the
project occupant need not be a corporation. § 1801(14).
102. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1801(13). A "project" for purposes of the statute is
a "new industrial or manufacturing plant for the construction of which a mortgage loan
is sought from the authority" or a former plant for the rehabilitation of which a mortgage loan is sought from the authority. § 1801(11).
103. N.Y. Membership Corp. Law §§ 232(2), 234.
104. See Brownfield, The Disposition Problem in Urban Renewal XXV Law & Contemp. Prob. 732 (1960), who recommends as a contractual provision that "Prior to the
completion of construction of the improvements, except upon testate or intestate succession,
there shall be no change totalling more than forty-nine percent (499o) in the identity or
proportionate interest of the original ownership of the Redevelopment Corporation by any
means, without the. prior approval of the Agency. The Redeveloper and the officers signing
on its behalf represent that it has the authority of all of its stockholders to agree to this
provision on their behalf."
While such a provision would be legally binding upon stockholders on agency prin-
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III. SouxcEs, NATTIRE, EXTENT

AND AVAILABILITY OF ASSISTANCE

FOR RENEWAL PROJECTS

Inducements to prospective utilizers of assistance for non-residential
development may don the various vestments of direct grants in aid; loans, tax
exemptions; indemnification against loss; or interim leasing arrangements
calculated to alleviate the financial burden of moving to or from the project
development. The immediate availability of financial aid is of paramount
importance, for if funds are not readily accessible and advances are not easily
procurable, then the value of prospective, ultimate assistance may be chimerical
if sufficient initial capital cannot be independently raised at the local level.
In terms of total cost of the project, municipal participation may be
essential to afford the renewal project the benefits of federal and state grants
in aid, which are available only to local public agencies, and which operate
to finance the difference between the cost of the project and the proceeds
from disposition of project land, by defraying most of the expense of acquiring
and clearing project land.' 0 5 The share of municipal grants-in-aid is also of
substantial assistance in defraying the project costs. 06
In the following discussion the nature of assistance has been trichotomized
into funds for short-term immediate financing for legal fees, preparation of
plans and architectural phases; long-term capital for acquisition, clearance and
development of the site; and miscellaneous other assistance of a non-financial
nature at various stages of the project development. The powers of condemnation are discussed below in connection with part V, "Facility of Acquisition of
Project Land Under the Statutes."
Cognate to the program of federal aid resulting from municipal participation and eligibility for federal grants-in-aid, 0 7 the Housing Act of 1949 prociples, and would not constitute an invalid restraint on alienability, the provision is unlikely to accomplish its avowed objective of preventing change of the corporate character,
since as small a shift as one or two percent could drastically alter the complexion of
corporate policy attitudes, if the shift has also effected a modification of sentiments.
105. Discussed supra notes 2 and 19 and related texts.
106. The types of financial assistance available to a Local Public Agency undertaking
an urban renewal project for its share of the project cost are discussed in Brown,
Problems in the Financing of Urban Renewal, 21 Fed. B.J. 299 (1961).
107. Discussed supra note 2 and accompanying text. However, no grants may be
made with respect to a project which consists of open land. 68 Stat. 590, 625 (1954), 71
Stat. 299, 42 U.S.C. § 1453(A) (1960). This restriction applies only to grants, however,
and an urban renewal project may consist predominantly of open land which is necessary
for sound community growth which is to be developed for predominantly residential use,
or which substantially impairs sound community growth because of obsolete platting,
diversity of ownership or deterioration of structures. 68 Stat. 590, 626 (1954).
In addition, loans and advances on grants to develop open land for non-residential
uses is permitted, provided such loans and advances do not exceed two and one-half
percent of the estimated gross project costs of all the other urban development projects
undertaken by the agency involved. The Local Public Agency is required to determine
that the contemplated redevelopment is "necessary and appropriate to facilitate proper
growth and development of the community," 68 Stat. 627 (1954), as amended, 42 U.S.C.A.
§ 1460(c) (1960).
Nor may hotels or transient housing be included in the urban renewal plan until an
independent analysis has determined the existence of a local need therefor. 73 Stat. 654,
674 (1959).
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vided for grants to a local public agency for preparation of a long-range general
neighborhood renewal plan, in an amount up to two-thirds of the cost of
preparation, including surveys, and measurement of blight in the prospective
redevelopment area.108 In addition, the Housing Act of 1954 authorized
advances on loans to the local public agency for preparation of plans in
stages up to ten years, rather than as a single project unit as previously
provided.' 0 9 A very significant financial saving may also be effected by a
municipality availing itself of planning assistance furnished by the federal
administration."" Additional demonstration grants for prevention experiments
whereby the L.P.A. may repair or rehabilitate a building for guidance purposes, and mass transportation demonstration projects are also authorized
under the federal scheme."
Aid in the form of re-location financing for displaced occupants of the
project area, as well as for aid in connection with the development and construction of the project site is also significant. Aid for moving expenses of
individuals and businesses from the renewal project area is payable out of
federal funds direct to the local public agency up to the entire cost of removal,
but in no event to exceed two hundred dollars per family and three thousand
dollars per business concern or non-profit organization."12 Such aid may assume
substantial proportions since it is in addition to amounts received as grants-inaid."l 3 Similarly, under the New York Private Housing Finance Law, costs
for relocation of residential occupants, incurred by the redevelopment corporation, are a valid component of project cost, to which state grants-in-aid may
4
be proportionately applied."
Also relevant for purposes of immediacy of aid is the Housing Act of 1959,
which makes available to the Local Public Agency temporary and definitive
loans for land acquisition even before the development plan has been formally
approved. 1 5 Again, ability to depend upon an immediate source of loan funds
108.
109.
110.
111.
(1961).
112.

73
70
68
68

Stat.
Stat.
Stat.
Stat.

672 (1959), 42 U.S.C. § 1453(d).
1091, 1100, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(d) (1956).
590, 624, 42 U.S.C. § 1451 (1958).
629, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(a) (1958), 75 Stat. 149, 166, 42 U.S.C. § 1460

73 Stat. 674, 42 U.S.C. § 1456(f) (1959).

In the case of a business concern or

nonprofit organization, the total certified moving expenses may be paid, even if in excess
of three thousand dollars. 75 Stat. 149, 167 (1961). To encourage effective relocation of
project area occupants, Congress has provided that relocation grants to displaced families
and businesses need not be matched by local grants-in-aid. The larger grant amount to
displaced businesses is intended to compensate for actual direct losses of property except
good will and profits.
Since many independent projects are simultaneously in progress within the geographical
limits of a municipality, often the relocation of industry from one project area to another,
e.g., from a waterfront development to an industrial park, will be advanced, since such
removal would be subsumed under the "acquisition" rubric of the statute in connection
with the site from which removal is made.
113. Ibid.
114. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 202. The statute authorizes "the actual cost, if
any, of alleviating hardship to families occupying dwelling accomodations" to be included
in the "development cost."
115. 70 Stat. 1101, 42 U.S.C. § 1462 (1958), 73 Stat. 654-671 (1959), 75 Stat. 149,
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would greatly encourage, initially, the undertaking of non-residential projects,
which, in turn, argues for participation in the program by the municipality." 6
Under the Small Business Investment Act, loans to i small business
investment company or to the business or industry directly affected at the site,
are available for acquisition of project land, as well as for construction, conversion and expansion.llr However, these loans may not be used to augment
working capital or for debt repayment. The loans may be in conjunction with
private lending institutions (participation loans) or undertaken by the Small
Business Administration alone (direct loans), but in no event may exceed
eighty percent of the total project cost.118
Under the General Municipal Law, 1 9 loans to assist the municipality in
discharging its obligations incurred in connection with an urban renewal program are authorized, and temporary advances in anticipation of such loan are
permitted, 20 thereby illatively making such advances available for initial
land acquisition expenses.
172 (1960). This money is also available to finance the cost of demolition and removal,
but not for construction or improvement of buildings. These loans are repayable when
the land is sold or leased for redevelopment up to forty years after the time of acquisition.
116. Parenthetically, since few non-residential projects are completely devoid of some
residential uses by ultimate project occupants, the reader's attention is directed to sections 220 and 221 of the Housing Act of 1954, 68 Stat. 596 (1954), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A.
§ 1715 (1957), authorizing liberal mortgage insurance, administered by the Federal Housing Authority, for both existing and rehabilitated types of housing in urban renewal areas,
and also assisting, inter alia, in financing relocation construction of new housing for families displaced by residential urban renewal. F.H.A. and F.N.M.A. loan assistance via mortgages for the construction phase of the program are also worthy of consideration. See
Goldston, et al., supra note 90, passim. The Housing Act of 1949, supra note 115, § 1462
also provides aid to certain disaster areas in need of redevelopment as a result of flood,
fire, hurricane, earthquake, storm or other emergency hazard, without regard to the predominantly residential-character requirement of the act generally, thereby creating extraordinary emergency relief for non-residential developments. See also, Adams, Urban Renewal--Essentials of the FederalProgram, 48 Ky. LJ.262, 266 (1960) for the hermeneutics
of federal assistance.
117. 72 Stat. 387, as amended, 73 Stat. 647 (1959), 15 U.S.C. § 636 (1960). Long
term loans may be made for a term of twenty years with the possibility of having the
loan extended for an additional ten years if orderly liquidation of the loan will thereby
be aided. 72 Stat. 693, 15 U.S.C. § 685 (1958). See also, Barnes, supra note 54, at 25.
S.B.A. loans to assist in the re-establishment of small business which received substantial
economic injury through displacement by a federally-aided urban renewal program are
discussed supra note 54.
A "Redeveloper" is defined as a corporation chartered under any applicable state
corporation law to operate in a specified area within a state. 73 Stat. 647, 15 U.S.C.
§ 636 (1960). This would include stock corporations chartered under the New York
State Stock Corporation Law; Redevelopment corporations chartered under the Private
Housing Finance Law, Membership Corporations Law or Public Authorities Law.
118. Either loan is made only if the development company or small business concern
cannot obtain necessary financing elsewhere. 72 Stat. 394, 15 U.S.C.. § 642 (Supp. 1960).
119. N.Y. Munic. Law § 508(1). The loan period may not exceed twenty-five years,
and the schedule of repayments is directly correlated to the amount payable by the state
for moneys borrowed for the loan. N.Y. Munic. Law § 508(2).
120. N.Y. Munic. Law § 503(1). Much of the import of this section is imperspicuous.
It is provided that "The commissioner may make temporary advances to such municipality in anticipation of any such loan, and no such temporary advance shall be deemed
to constitute part of such loan unless such temporary advance has been made out of the
proceeds of definitive urban renewal bonds sold by the state pursuant to section sixty of
the state finance law." (Emphasis added.)
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Aside from the loan phase of the program just discussed, grants-in-aid from
the State of New York are available to the local government unit or municipal

urban renewal agency under the General Municipal Law, 121 and are exclusive
in the sense that they are in lieu of a loan or periodic subsidy to the community.
The grants may not exceed one-half of the net cost of the renewal program to
the municipality, and are available only for municipalities which have contracted with the federal government for a capital grant or for a combination
of loan and grant for a new project or addition to existing project subsequent
to December 31, 1960.122
The Area Redevelopment Act provides assistance to economically distressed areas, on condition that the Secretary of Commerce certifies that
assistance provided under the Act will contribute to more than temporary
economic improvement in the area, and that the project is located within a
certified redevelopment area. 23
Understandably, since the Public Authorities Law was created to assist
critical unemployment areas the New York Job Development Authority may
make mortgage loans from its general purpose funds to a local development
corporation 12 4 only for projects located in critical economic areas previously
determined as such by the Authority.12,
In addition, corporations located in areas not so predetermined as critical
economic areas, may also qualify for aid upon a determination by the Authority
that such area has had an average rate of unemployment of three percent or
more over the twenty-four months immediately preceding the determination
and (1) that such area is in danger of becoming a critical economic area,
or (2) the rate of unemployment in such area has been seventy-five percent
The emphasized portions are clear enough in a positive, heuristic sense if advances
are made out of the designated fund. In a negative sense, however, it is not clear whether
advances from a non-designated source are to be regarded as outright grants (permitted
under Munic. Law § 510), intended to penalize the State for advancing funds without
having previously sold renewal bonds as required by statute; or whether such advances
may still qualify as part of the loan upon the state subsequently selling such bonds.
121. N.Y. Munic. Law §§ 510, 557.
122. Temporary advances to the municipality in anticipation of such loan may be
made by the Commission, N.Y. Munic. Law § 510(3), and will result in encouraging the
undertaking of renewal projects for the reasons assigned in the text. The amount of such
advances is not specified, but left to the discretion of the Commissioner, based upon need
of the local unit applying for such advance.
123. Area Redevelopment Act, supra note 12.
124. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1801(8) defines a "Local Development Corporation" as
a non-profit membership corporation or stock corporation organized and existing under the
laws of New York, regardless of its particular name, if it shall meet the additional requirements of § 1825, discussed supra note 98, et seq. and accompanying text.
125. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law §§ 1811, 1817. "Critical Economic Area" is defined by
§ 1804(4) as a labor market area (being a contiguous territory constituting a substantial
concentration of employment and economic activity, or, at the option of the Authority,
a county) in which the Authority determines that there have existed critical conditions
of unemployment, economic depression and widespread reliance on public assistance and
unemployment compensation for an extended period of time. Alternatively, complicated
formulas related to length and intensity of area unemployment are established by the
statute as determinants of a "critical economic area."
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or more of the state-wide average rate of unemployment for the twenty-four126
month period preceding the determination.
Also, in the case of areas not so predetermined as critical economic areas, it
must be established by the applicant to the satisfaction of the Authority that
funds equal to the project cost are not reasonably available from other sourcesat a comparable rate of interest.127 This latter provision requiring a showing of
unavailability of funds has no counterpart provision in the section authorizing
mortgage loans to local development corporations in pre-established critical
economic areas.
The Public Authorities Law also authorizes the issuance of special purpose
bonds and notes for creation of a special purpose fund. 128 The Authority is
permitted, inter alia, to make mortgage loans from the special purpose fund to
local development corporations in respect of assisted projects in critical economic areas. Significantly, unlike general purpose funds, special purpose funds
may not be used to aid areas, which have not been pre-designated as critical
economic areas. 129 There is no apparent practical consequence of this difference
between allocation of general purpose funds and special purpose funds, since
in an integrated program, the former may be used exhaustively and without
limitation for non-designated critical economic areas, while subsequently
special purpose funds may be amassed to aid designated critical economic
areas.
A substantial aid to the corporate developer in the acquisition phases of
a project may emanate from the Private Housing Finance Law. When a
redevelopment corporation organized under that statute wishes to acquire
property by condemnation, it may petition the city to institute proceedings to
acquire property by condemnation, and the city may advance sums necessary
for the acquisition of such real property, provided there is an assurance of
eventual reimbursement by the redevelopment corporation. 130
126. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law §.1817.
127. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1823(3). Query whether the Authority will insist upon
a showing that the Small Business Authority has refused to provide the project costs. If
a great deal of time will be consumed in application and denial, this delay may be of
significance.
128. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1812.
129. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1815(2) (a). Other purposes for which the fund may
be used include defraying operating expenses; repaying advances from the state used as
special purpose funds; and paying principal and interest on special purpose bonds of
the Authority.
130. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 216(3) provides that a corporation's petition
for codemnation proceedings by the city shall be approved only by resolution containing
a "requirement that the redevelopment corporation shall pay to the city all sums expended
or required to be expended by the city in the acquisition of such real property, and the
time of payment and manner of securing payment thereof, and may require that the city
shall receive, before proceeding with the acquisition of such real pro..zrty, such assurances
as to payment . .. as the city may deem advisable. .

.

. When title to the real property

shall have vested in the city, it shall convey the same to the redevelopment corporation
upon payment by the redevelopment corporation of the sums and the giving of the security
required by the resolution granting the petition." This power of acquisition on the part
of the city arises only when the city is the condemnor on behalf of the Redevelopment
Corporation.
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Increasingly, writers and industrialists are espousing the view that tax
rebates and exemptions do not serve as any great inducement to legitimate and
responsible industries contemplating re-location in a development area. Rather,
it is contended, the emphasis must be upon adequate facilities and services
which the area affords the industry and its personnel. Thus, while sewer
and water facilities, schools and other institutions provided by the municipality
will be of increasing importance in enhancement of development sites, nevertheless, it is worthy of note that a strong sentiment persists in favor of real
estate tax abatement as a method of attracting new enterprises., 3 1 This type
of inducement may be exercised pursuant to the Private Housing Finance Law,
which authorizes a municipality to exempt all or part of the property of a
redevelopment corporation organized under that act for a period not to exceed
132
ten years.
The income tax exemption afforded by the Real Estate Investment Trust
Act may also be regarded as a form of assistance, although such tax exemption
133
is-the genesis of the trust's suitability for urban renewal projects.

Also, the General Municipal Law provides periodic subsidies of value to
developments advanced beyond the nascent stages of the project, in that such
subsidies are available to the municipality to repay the principal and interest
upon loans from the state or other sources. 134 The statute does not demand
any showing of hardship on the part of the community as a prerequisite to
As has been indicated, the difficulty of a municipality to raise sufficient capital to
finance the acquisition phase of development has been responsible, in large part, for the
infusion of private funds into renewal projects. However, in those peculiar circumstances
where a city can marshal adequate funds, but does not wish to incur a permanent expenditure on behalf of urban renewal, this provision results in the anomaly of condemnation
costs being advanced by the city on behalf of the corporation, where the corporation has
established its fiscal responsibility for reimbursing such advances.
Any amounts received by the city as payment for temporary occupancy and use of
the real property by a former owner, tenant, or other person, less the maintenance expense
of the property, must be deducted from the consideration the redevelopment corporation
has become obligated to pay. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 217.
131. Discussed supra note 90.
132. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 211. "Exemption From Increace in Local Taxation.
1. A local legislative body is hereby authorized . . . to exempt all or part of the real
property held by redevelopment corporations during a maximum exemption period, which
shall not exceed ten years, which represents an increase in any local tax over the maximum
local tax."
The section is abstruse in that the object of the exemption has been pretermitted by
the legislature, making it indeterminable whether all taxes exceeding the maximum local
tax, or only increases in taxes over the maximum local tax are the object of the exemption.
A literal reading implies legislative intent to afford exemption only from increases in taxa.
tion subsequently imposed, and not from taxes extant at the time of the municipal ordinance
creating exemption, even though in excess of the maximum local tax. This means that
building construction subsequent to an ordinance according exemption (which would
increase assessment, and thereby increase the local tax) would be exempt. Cf. Waite, supra
note 1, at 299.
It is well to keep in mind that such tax exemption is extended only to general taxes,
and not school taxes or assessments. Too, if the F.H.A. in its rent and expense protections
requires the redeveloper to accrue against future real estate taxes during the project's early
years, then the advantage of abatement may be rendered nugatory.
133. Discussed supra note 34 and related text.
134. N.Y. Munic. Law § 509.
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qualifying for such periodic subsidies, although such a requirement might be
presumed since the granting of the subsidy lies in the discretion of the New
13 5
York State Commissioner of Housing.
Finally, in terms of other aid addressed more to development than the
acquisition phase of the project, the federal government provides long-term
6
loans up to forty years duration to finance the cost of leased sites; 1 and
result from inadecapital grants up to two-thirds of any losses sustained which
13
quate revenues upon disposition of the project land. 7
In addition to governmental aid, corporate financing via stock subscriptions
may provide a source of funds for developing a renewal project. Also, in addition to corporate funds raised via sale of stock and debentures, creation of an
improvement district by counties and towns for sewer, drainage, water, gas,
lighting, and paving,138 might also provide financing via issuance of district
warrants and bonds which are tax free139 and therefore attractive to buyers.
Further, it is conceivable that some revenue may be derived from interim
uses between the date of acquisition and completion of redevelopment. For
example, interim rental of site improvements from the time of acquisition to
time of clearance is permitted by the Private Housing Finance Law.' 40 However, any retardation of redevelopment resulting from financial success, and
concomitant perpetuation, of interim uses such as parking, could germinate
135. The subsidy is made subject to the limitations of N.Y. Pub. Hous. Law § 73,
Ch. 730, L. 1961. This facultative delegation of power to administrative agencies to
determine eligibility under urban renewal statutes has been almost universally upheld
because of particularized standards appearing in the statutes which have been judicially
construed. See cases cited at 44 A.L.R.2d 1414, 1427, et seq. (1955), and see Cannata v.
City of New York, 204 N.Y.S.2d 982 (Sup. Ct. 1960), modified, 11 N.Y.2d 210, 227
N.Y.S.2d 903 (1962).
136. 75 Stat. 166, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1452 (Supp. 1962).
137. Ibid. A previous study of the problems of non-residential urban development
has suggested an alternative of shifting the cost of the project to merchants in the immediate geographical area of the project on the rationale that "much of the benefit of
renewing the city's downtown section is reaped by the businesses located in and surrounding the renewed area." (Waite, supra note 1, at 306.1 The study then suggests imposing
special assessments on such benefited property on the authority of several agricultural
land reclamation cases which emphasize not only the common interest in the improvement,
but also the peculiar nature of the interest in such property owners. Id. at 307.
With such conclusion we cannot agree because of the antilogy in that study that the
"social effects of urban slums are felt beyond the limits of the slum and thus given an
interest in seeing the slum redeveloped to persons outside it," Id. at 308, thereby rendering
the proximity of contiguous merchants too tenuous a ground for establishing peculiar or
exclusive benefit to them alone. The entire area would benefit from renewal to some
extent, thus making it increasingly difficult, the farther one geographically departs from
the renewal area, to distinguish between "substantial benefit" upon which a compulsory
burden for the cost of improvement to adjacent areas must be founded, and "insubstantial
benefit" which precludes imposition of such amercement.
138. N.Y. Munic. Law § 119.
139. N.Y. Local Fin. Law §§ 10, 11, 162. See Delehant, Jr., Representing the Land
Developer: Step by Step Techniques, 40 Neb. L. Rev. 330, 338 (1960), who observes:
"It is really quite simple to secure money from underwriters and brokers through the
district method by having the district issue warrants and have them marketed. Even
if he cannot find an invstor, the developer can buy warrants himself, which is no worse
than having to pay the contract price. Then, when he has finished the development . . .
he can sell the bonds at a profit."
140. N.Y. Priv. -Hous.Fin. Law § 217.
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antipathy to such interim use.141 When the land use provisions in the urban
renewal plan restrict inclusion of a specific interim or temporary use, it is
probably illegal to use the property for such purpose without amending the
plan.142 Thus, where the need for change is imminent, latitude of interim uses
ought to be made as broad in the initial plan as permitted by practical considerations in order to circumvent precisianism and the rigors connected with
amending the plan at a later date.
Whether the need is for initial capital to finance the expense of legal fees,
land planning, architectural and other preliminary phases of the project,
vis-A-vis long-term equity capital; regardless of whether the entity is a developer desirous of obtaining a profitable return upon investment or an entity
devoted to providing a loan fund for profit-motivated developers; irrespective
of whether the project financing is completely independent of municipal or
other participation or aid or is specifically geared to obtaining assistance under
one or more of the statutes outlined above, the problems of corporate finance
and allocation of resources to implement the various objectives of development
may be prescinded from other considerations, since they do not differ in kind,
but in degree, from one another.
An entity created on a non-profit basis to assist a project or developer
1 43
financially may be organized under the Small Business Investment Program,
1
the Public Authorities Law, 4 the Private Housing Finance Law,"'" or it may
simply be organized as an investment trust or membership or stock corporation independent of any special enabling statutes. Regardless of organization,
the mechanics of capitalization will be identical at the inception, via the sale
of shares or membership or trust certificates. Likewise, initially the developer
desirous of obtaining a profitable return upon investment must rely upon
capitalization via stock issues or sale of certificates.
If the entity is comprised substantially of shareholders who intend to be
ultimate project occupants, initial capitalization may be accomplished by
requiring a one or two dollar commitment to buy shares, for each square foot
of project space desired. Occasionally, it may be advantageous to provide for
a pro rata refund to those shareholders desiring to withdraw from the project
prior to expenditure of the funds, in order to induce initial participation.
Capital from conventional and other loan sources is then obtained by the
developer for construction, and upon profitable disposition by sale or lease,
funds are available for re-payment of the loans which financed the develop141. Brownfield, supra note 104, at 759 observes: "(T)he policy which has been
followed by U.RA. (Urban Renewal Administration) is expressed in the general feeling
of the Regional offices that, if the interim use is minor, if it does not visibly delay
redevelopment, and if it is not objectionable to surrounding property owners, the Regional
Office will try to adjust sympathetically to the interim use and will not require any
participation in the income unless it is substantial."
142. Ibid.
143. Discussed supra note 55 and related text.
144. Discussed supra note 50 and related text.
145. Discussed supra note 42 and related text.
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ment. Since title to the renewal lands and improvements remains vested in the
corporation, most of the shareholders (the ultimate project occupants) are
required to invest only -relatively insignificant amounts to underwrite the
initial acquisition phases of the project, and are not financially committed to
subsequent phases of development.
One of the loan sources, or potential shareholders, to which the private
developer might turn for aid or investment, is the non-profit Development
Foundation, which provides interim equity capital to developers, and may
operate by use of a revolving loan fund. 46 The genesis of the fund is the
attraction of subscriptions from large industries, mercantile establishments and
often the general public in the area, by assuring investors of an interest rate
on investment, if earned, below that of the prevailing market rate of interest,
at the end of a term of years. The Foundation then supplies its equity capital
to renewal developers at the prevailing market rate of interest, with the
differential between this rate and the interest due subscribers being applied
to the administrative costs of the non-profit fund. In order to turn the money
over rapidly and maintain the revolving loan features of the fund, the term
of loans to developers is usually not allowed to exceed a relatively short
duration, usually five years.
Uses of the Foundation fund are especially adaptable to direct purchase
of vacant land, as contrasted with the practices of commercial banks which
cannot legally provide equity capital to a developer for the purchase of raw
land and construction of speculative housing. Even though legally empowered
to do so, few federal savings and loan associations have been so inclined. 147
The land is then resold by the Foundation to a developer, with the Development Foundation assuming responsibility for obtaining necessary zoning
changes, F.H.A. reviews and approvals, building code changes, and assisting in
the developer's financing arrangements, sales promotion and marketing program.
The Foundation may also be organized to lend the developer a substantial
percentage (usually seventy percent) of the cost of site improvements at the
prevailing rate of interest, after the developer has installed an initial percentage
of the improvements (usually thiry percent) at his own expense. There is no
subsidy to the developer other than that provided by subscribers investing
money in the Foundation at less than the prevailing market rate of interest,
and the more speculative, risk nature of loans made by the Foundation. The
146. The Buffalo, Cleveland, Kansas City, Philadelphia, Purdue-Calumet and Pittsburgh Development Foundations are only a few of the instrumentalities employed in
making private enterprise a more effective participant in urban renewal ventures. The
bulk of the textual discussion on revolving funds is taken from Loshbough, The Role of
a Non-Profit Development Corporation, Sixth Annual NAHRO Conference on Urban
Renewal 41 (1961). The author is Executive Director of ACTION-Housing, Inc., Pittsburgh. See also, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Housing of the House Committee
on Banking and Finance, 35th Cong., 2d Sess. 34, et seq. (1958). See also, Peterson,
Effective Use of Seed Money, N.Y.U. Fifth Biennial Conference on Charitable Foundations

105 (1961).
147.

Loshbough, supra note 146, at 44.
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Foundation might also act to insure all costs except the builder's profit by
contracting to accept title to any construction unit, provided that prior to
construction the developer pay an insurance premium per unit to the Foundation, and comply with reasonable limitations imposed concerning the developer's
overhead and profit.
As an alternative to extensive fund raising, a municipality as well as
the private developer and the non-profit development foundation, may endeavor
to secure a leasing arrangement of the project land direct from the site-owner,
thereby substantially reducing the initial expense and need for long-term
capital. 14 8 The leased site would then be cleared and redeveloped. If acquisition
is undertaken by the redeveloper without municipal assistance, a long term
lease, with an option to buy the premises at the end of the period may be
negotiated, establishing the purchase price as that obtaining at the commencement of the period, and secured by a percentage option fee. While the initial
expense of acquisition and capital repayment costs are avoided and operational
costs in the form of rent are increased, the necessity for acquiring the land
has merely been deferred if the improvements at the site are to redound ultimately to the benefit of the developer.
Instead of acquiring the equity in the land and accompanying re-sale
value, a lease arrangement may alternatively contemplate that improvements
inure to the benefit of the original land-owner remaining in possession, with
the right to sub-let the improved property being accorded the developer for
a period of time sufficient to assure profitable income from rentals during the
lease term. However, if the probability of profitable leasing is remote, then
financing of the renewal project may be deterred, especially where the corporation has been organized on a profit-making basis. Nevertheless, in many
instances, leasing arrangements have been entered into, on the supposition
that profits from successful operation would be sufficient over the long run
to justify operation and ultimate purchase of the land, even after paying a
149
rental therefor.
It may be possible for the corporation to enter into negotiations with
the occupant of the proposed renewal site for re-purchase of the improved site,
and arrange for condemnation payments made to said occupant to be applied
toward the cost of construction, by reinvestment of the proceeds in the development, by the original (and ultimate) project occupant. Too, superadvenient
assistance may take the form of land donation by an existing project occupant
148. If such leasing is by a municipality, the expense of acquiring a lease interest
would be included in the project cost for purposes of computing federal grants-in-aid.
68 Stat. 380 (1949) as amended 73 Stat. 675, 677 (1957), 42 U.S.C.A. § 1460(1) (Supp.
1961).
149. Leasing arrangements are discussed in Burrows, Self-Help, Small Package
Redevelopment-A Case Study, Sixth Annual NAHRO Conference on Urban Renewal
33 (1961); Brownfield and Rosen, Leasing in the Disposition of Urban Renewal Land,
XXVI Law & Contemp. Prob. 37 (1961); Fitzpatrick, The Role of the Redeveloper in

Urban Renewal, 21 Fed. B.J. 347, 352 (1961); and Comment, 68 Yale L.J. 1424 (1959).
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in exchange for ultimate occupancy commitments or of direct site purchase by
one desiring to become an ultimate project occupant; motivated by assurances
of receiving a desirable site not otherwise obtainable in the rejuvenated area.
Standard loan sources, such as conventional mortgage financing may be
arranged through larger savings banks, commercial banks, and pension funds
of the large life insurance companies, and ought not to be disregarded as fertile
sources of capital for financing the various phases of development. Quite
probably, syndications and real estate investment trusts may also be expected
increasingly to provide equity capital for renewal financing.' 50
IV.

PREREQUISITES TO ACTION AND RECEIPT OF Am

The following discussion presupposes that the developer's building contractor has determined construction feasibility; the architect has prepared
preliminary site plans, floor layout, simple elevations, etc., conforming to the
redevelopment plan and municipal ordinances; and the developer has been
satisfied as to utilities, roads and other facilities in the area, computed limitations on rents for the area, established feasibility of financing, and determined
51

that the site is suitable for development.
We speak, then, of prerequisites to action in the sense of qualifying a
program under any of the relevant enabling statutes, as well as in the sense
of compliance to be exacted before financial or other assistance can be obtained
from federal or state governmental sources. To the extent considerations of
preliminary preparations and qualifications imposed by the Federal Housing
Acts may influence municipal participation in the non-residential urban renewal
project, such factors asume some relevance, and have been exhaustively treated
elsewhere.'

52

The Federal Housing Acts do not, however, impose qualifying

150. 75 Stat. 172 (Supp. 1962). For a discussion of various external sources of funds,
see Flink, Equity Financing for Small Business, 54-81 (1962). Some considerations anent
the terms likely to be exacted by private lenders, e.g. requirements for substantial advance
leasing to ultimate project occupants before loan proceeds are delivered and assurances of
minimum rents from major tenants to cover operating expenses, taxes and interest, are
discussed in Brady, Entrepreneurial Considerations in Commercial Redevelopment, Sixth
Annual NAHRO Conference on Urban Renewal 35 (1961).
151. See generally, Goldston, supra note 90, at 126, 150, et seq. The time factors
in arranging mortgage loans are discussed in Fitzpatrick, supra note 149, at 348.
152. See Foard and Fefferman, supra note 6, passim; Waite, supra note 1, at 303,
et seq.; and Johnstone, supra note 6, at 321, et seq.
Before any federal grant will be allowed, twenty-five percent of the dollar value
of project land must have been acquired, independent of federal aid. Discussed supra
note 21.
The municipality seeking financial aid under the-Htrsing Acts must present a
workable program for community improvement to the--Administrator of the Housing
and Home Finance Agency. 73 Stat. 659,'*42 U.S.C. § 1455(a), as amended, 75 Stat. 149,
172 (1961). Seven elements constituting a workable program have been explained as
follows: "1. Adequate codes and ordinances that assure structural strength, reasonable
safety from fire, proper plumbing, electrical and heating installations . . . 2. (A) comprehensive community plan . . . includes plans for land use, thoroughfares, community
facilities and public improvement . . . 3. Neighborhood analysis involves . . . locating
the blight . . . recommendations for remedial action . . . 4. Administrative organization
contemplates the establishment of an adequately staffed organization having the necessary
authority and responsibility . . . 5. Financing . . . 6. (R)elocation assistance to all
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conditions upon the private redeveloper insofar as non-residential renewal
projects are concerned, except by indirection via controls imposed by the local
15 3
However, in the New York statutes,
public agency as directed by statute.
which establish preliminary qualifications, the farrago of prerequisites to action
for the municipality or the redeveloper will be of more direct importance.
families displaced as a result of code enforcement . . . 7. Citizen participation means
obtaining the broad support of the community." Rhyne, The Workable Program-A
Challenge for Community Improvement, XXsV Law & Contemp. Prob. 6S4, 690 (1960),
and see supra note 29.
The governing body of the municipality must certify that aid from federal funds
is necessary for the plan; that the redevelopment plan or program conforms to the
general plan of the municipality; that at least twenty percent of the buildings in the
area have structural deficiencies; that the area as a whole contains environmental
deficiencies such as unsafe plumbing or heating, inadequate construction, incompatible
types of use, overcrowding; and that the plan gives the maximum opportunity to private
enterprise for participation in the actual work of the program as prescribed in 63 Stat.
416 (1949) as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1455(a), 75 Stat. 172 (Supp. 1962).
The governing body must also demonstrate a feasible method for temporary relocation of families displaced from the urban renewal area, 68 Stat. 625 (1954) as amended
42 U.S.C. § 1455(c), 72 Stat. 172 (Supp. 1962). There is no duty to arrange for relocation
of displaced commercial and industrial enterprises, Waite, supra note 1, at 306. However,
H.H.FA. has advised the residential relocation divisions of Local Public Agencies to render
all assistance possible in relocating manufacturing and commercial enterprises in order
to "create goodwill and expedite clearance of the area." H.H.F.A. Local Public Agency
Manual, Pt. 3, ch. 4, § 9 (1955), and see Millspaugh, Problems and Opportunities of
Law & Contemp. Prob. 6, 26 (1961).
Relocation, )=
The governing body must also hold public hearings before acquiring the land, 63
Stat. 416 (1949) as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1455(d), (Supp. 1962), and must publish the
redeveloper's name before executing any contract disposing of the land, 73 Stat. 673, 42
U.S.C. § 1455(e) (Supp. 1962). See Sogg & Wertheimer, supra note 36, at 513 for the
view that public hearings "provide an opportunity for community participation in the plan
and lay a foundation for the determination of legal rights."
The Federal Housing Administrator must also determine that the community has
done everything possible to prevent urban blight, 63 Stat. 414 (1949), a5 amended 42
U.S.C. § 1451(a) (1959), 75 Stat. 166, 172 (Supp. 1962), and that the community has
encouraged housing cost reductions through the use of appropriate new materials and
costs, when entering into any contract for advances under the Housing Act, ibid. Although the preceding requirement is specifically addressed to housing, it necessarily applies
to non-residential uses which are proposed, which can only be eligible for aid as a component of residential development, supra note 11. In the case of the Area Redevelopment
Act, supra note 12, the required determination would probably still apply, since it
establishes a standard for community performance in the aggregate program.
153. The governing body is required to impose upon purchasers or lessees, and their
assignees, an obligation to devote the project to uses specified in the renewal plan, and
to commence improvements within a reasonable time, as well as to comply with other
conditions the Administrator finds necessary before the grant is executed. 68 Stat. 625
1954), as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1455(b) (Supp. 1962). However, the same statute excuses
from the duty to commence improvements certain mortgagees, others whose interests
result from enforcing a lien, and certain federal agencies that buy or lease the property.
See also, Goldston, et al., supra 90, at 133, et seq., who enumerate as typical standards
and criteria indicated by Local Public Agencies as guiding their review and acceptance
of a developer's proposal: (1) Conformity to the redevelopment plan; (2) Financial
responsibility and competence to complete the redevelopment; (3) Architectural and planning skills demonstrated in the proposal and by reputation; (4) Economic practicality and
public benefit from the project; (5) the price offered; and (6) the time estimates for
completion of the proposed redevelopment project.
The Local Public Agency may also require a good faith deposit at the time of submission of a bid-for acquisition by a developer. Any immobilization of a developer's
equity capital by a mandatory deposit will tend to deter investment. To some extent,
this may be circumvented by the use of a surety bond or government bond in lieu of
cash, to prevent immobility of essential working capital. Id. at 137.
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Moreover, in evaluating the impact of preliminary qualifications upon
the success of a program, it must be remembered that if a municipality or
municipal urban renewal agency is participating in the renewal program, then
the provisions of the General Municipal Law must be observed, since that i
the enabling legislation of the State of New York authorizing such participa-

tion in renewal projects, 154 and all provisions of that Act would be applicable
to the private developmental aspects executed under the auspices of the
municipal plan. Frequently, these provisions coincide with those of the Private
Housing Finance Law, under which a private developer must incorporate to

realize the benefits of that Act.
Both the Private Housing Finance Law' 55 and the General Municipal
Law' 5 6 require the preparation of a detailed development plan. Under the
General Municipal Law, each urban renewal program embodying the plans,
layout, estimated cost and proposed method of financing, must be filed with
the New York State Commissioner of Public Housing. 157 This provision
controls regardless of whether the local body has applied for federal aid
exclusively, or also has sought state aid, as indicated by the definition of
"urban renewal" under the statute.-'58
In addition, under the General Municipal Law,' 59 the governing body,
before approving the urban renewal plan submitted by the municipal agency,
must find by resolution that the area is substandard or insanitary, or is in
danger of becoming such an area, and tends to impair or arrest the sound
154. Authority for the renewal projects exists generally under the State Constitution
and the N.Y. General City Law, giving the municipality power to manage its property,
Waite, supra note 1, at 270, et seq. Such power arises, however, only subsequent to
acquisition, and lacks the General Municipal Law's specific enabling legislation, supra
note 46, as required by the H.H.F.A., which declines to extend financial aid to localities
until adequate enabling legislation by the State exists.
155. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 203(1), which requires that the plan must include
a metes and bounds description of the development area; the real property to be acquired
by the corporation both in the development area and in other areas; the existing buildings
to be demolished, both immediately and during the progress of the project; the repairs
to be made to existing buildings; the type, number and character of each new industrial,
commercial, residential or other building to be erected; an outline of the stages of construction; the portions of the area which will be left as open space and their ultimate disposition in the project; proposed changes in zoning; proposed levels of streets to be
changed or streets to be closed; a statement of existing dwelling accomodations to be
provided during construction and upon completion of the development; the method of
financing the development to evidence its feasibility; the persons who Will be active in
management, and such "information as the planning- commission and the supervising
agency shall, by rule or regulation require. .... "
156. N.Y. Gen. Mun. Law § 502(7) requires that "A plan for an urban renewal
project . . . shall conform to the comprehensive community plan for the development of
municipality as a whole . . ." and must include "a statement of proposed land uses;
proposed land acquisition; demolition and removal of structures; proposed methods or
techniques of urban renewal; proposed public, semi-public, private or community facilities
or utilities; new codes and ordinances required to effectuate the plan; a proposed time
schedule "and such additional statements or documentation as tife agency may deem
appropriate." judicial attitudes toward the comprehensive plan in New York are discussed
in Kiefer, Comprehensive Plan Requirement in Zoning, 12 Syracuse L. Rev. 342 (1961)
157. N.Y. lfunic. Law § 514.
158. N.Y. Munic. Law § 502(3).
159. N.Y. Munic. Law § 505(4).
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growth and development of the municipality; that the financial aid to the
municipality is necessary to enable the project to be undertaken in accordance
with the plan; that the plan affords the maximum opportunity to private
enterprise consistent with the sound needs of the municipality as a whole
for the undertaking of an urban renewal program; that the plan conforms to a
comprehensive community plan for the development of the municipality as
a whole; and that there is a feasible method for relocation of families displaced
from the area, at rents or prices within the financial means of such families.1 0
The Private Housing Finance Law requires certificates of approval of the
development plan from both the planning commission and the supervising
agency,' 6 ' based upon a determination by the planning commission that the
area within which the development project is located is substandard or
insanitary, 6 2 and that the redevelopment accords with the development plan
and the municipality's master plan; that the stages of the plan as outlined
are practicable and in the public interest; that public facilities will be adeqiate at the time the development is ready for use; that proposed changes
in zoning and layout of streets are necessary or desirable; and that dwelling
accommodations for displaced families at substantially similar rentals are
available in the municipality without undue hardship.l1u If the municipality
has instituted the program and the private developer has worked in conjunction with the municipality, then little difficulty should be experienced in
64
procuring the requisite approvals.1
160.
equated
Finance
indicate

The words "within the financial means of such families" ordinarily would be
to "substantially similar rentals," as used in § 203(3) of the Private Housing
Law, supra note 163 and accompanying text. However, a literal reading might
that if families have been living in a low rent district but can afford a higher

rent, the higher rent would be acceptable if "within the financial means of such families."
Conversely, slum areas command notoriously high rentals above the ability of their
occupants, and literal compliance with the statute might demand that lower rental
districts "within the financial means" of such families must be found. However if the
statute permits a pejorative construction to mean "comparable rental" to that previously
paid, the result would be less stringent, and the history of past rentals would be of
probative value in showing "financial means."
161. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 203(2). A public hearing is required to be held by
the planning commission prior to approval, pursuant to § 203(3). Cf. N.Y. Munic. Law,
§ 505(2) which requires a public hearing upon due notice, before certification by the
commission, as well as before approval by the governing body is authorized. Discussed
infra note 169 and related text.
162. This does not mean that every structure in the area must be deteriorated in
order for the area to be designated as a renewal area. In Berman v. Parker, 348 U.S. 26,
34 (1954) in response to a property owner's claim that his property ought not to be
taken because it was not blighted, the Supreme Court said: "(T)he piecemeal approach,
the removal of individual structures that were offensive, would be only a palliative. The
entire area needed redesigning so that a balanced, integrated plan could be developed...
It would seem that the legislative determination is not open to judicial review unless
arbitrary, capricious, unreasonable or made in bad faith. See cases contained in Comment,
29 Fordham. L. Rev. 777, 781 (1961).
163. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 203(3) makes the determination of the planning
commission conclusive evidence of the facts so determined, except upon proof of fraud
or wilful misfeasance.
164. In the context of making arrangements with municipal agencies, it is worthy
of note that planning for adequate police protection and school improvements are part
of the task of initial redevelopment, as are negotiating commitments for real estate taxes
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The Private Housing Finance Law further requires a determination by
the supervising agency prior to its approval that the proposed method of
financing the development is feasible and probably can be arranged; and that
the managers of the redevelopment corporation are possessed of sufficient
ability and experience to complete the development satisfactorily. 165 The
supervising agency is also empowered to require not more frequently than
once every six months, regular reports supplying "financial information, statements, audited reports or other material as such supervising agency shall
require."1 66
Finally, the development cost under the Private Housing Finance Law
is computed according to "the amount determined by the supervising agency
to be the actual cost of the development." 6 7 This power to project such a
conjectural extrapolation based upon components such as the cost of utilities,
landscaping, mortgaging, and of alleviating hardship to families occupying
dwelling accommodations in the development area, becomes a very substantial
regulation in terms of control over the redeveloper's activities, especially
168
where deposits by the redeveloper are correlated with such cost.
The General Municipal Law is somewhat procedurally more complex,
requiring a minimum of two hearings; one prior to approval by the Planning
Commission 6 9 and one preceding approval' of the urban renewal plan by the
governing body.1T0 Under the Private Housing Finance Law, only one public
hearing before the planning commission is required.' T It would seem almost
apodictic that the greater the number of public hearings, the greater the opportunity for disapproval, or at least provoked modification resulting from the
and assessed valuation. In this latter respect, the developer will probably endeavor to
procure partial assessments, accurately geared to actual occupancy of the project units.
For the practical business steps required in contemplating participation in a redevelopment,
see Gilman, Entrepreneurial Considerations in Residential Development, Sixth Annual

NAHRO Conference on Urban Renewal 26 (1961). For a consideration of terms likely to
be exacted by private lending interests, see supra note 150 and related text.
165. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 203(4). The same section also requires approval
by the planning commission; filing of the development plan with the supervising agency;
and a certificate of approval by the planning commission before the supervising ageicy
may approve the development plan. Again, the determination is made conclusive evidence
of facts so determined, except upon proof of fraud or wilful misfeasance.
166. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 210. The Act does not specify that such reports
may be required only subsequent to approval of the redevelopment, so that, presumably,
such reports may be required at any time following application for approval.
167. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 202.
168. For example, in connection with a deposit of one hundred twenty percent of
assessed valuation required when taking immediate possession via condemnation, discussed
infra note 216 and accompanying text; or in connection with deposits for performance
likely to be exacted by the municipality, discussed infra notes 235 and 260 and accompanying texts.
169. N.Y. Munic. Law § 505(2).
170. N.Y. Munic. Law § 505(3). These procedures would probably apply as well
to municipal urban renewal agencies, despite the fact no specific provision is made for
such procedures in the Urban Renewal Agency Act (supra note 49), since the municipality
is invested with full powers to act on behalf of the agency in the acquisition phases of
the project. N.Y. Munic. Law § 503(a).
171. Discussed supra note 161 and related text.
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necessity for scrutinizing re-approvals. Since any plan inaugurated by a municipality is qualified only by proceedings pursuant to the General Municipal
law, and since a corporation organized under the Private Housing Finance
Law would generally proceed in conformity to the municipal plan, the dual
scrutiny of the General Municipal Law's two public hearings would generally
-have preceded privlate participation.
Thus, at first blush, the difference between the number of hearings required by the state acts would seem to be exiguous, except that public hostility
to a municipal quest for approval of the plan would be less severe than in the
case of the redeveloper's application for approval, since the former application
inspires only minimal fear of selfish aggrandizement. Further, a corporation
may be operating outside the ambitus of the municipality's renewal program,
in which case the public hearing before the governing body required by the
General Municipal Law might be avoided, but the loss of municipal participation in the renewal program, with its concomitant financial aid, would probably
render the proposition generally unattractive.
In addition to the preliminary steps outlined above for qualifying the
program under any of the relevant acts, certain additional requirements imposed are peculiarly concerned with qualifying the potential recipient as
eligible for financial aid. For example, as a prerequisite to any state loan,
capital grant, or subsidy, the General Municipal Law provides that the program
for which aid is sought be approved by the Commissioner of Housing of the
State of New York,172 upon a finding that the municipality has entered into
a contract to receive aid from the federal government which obligates the
municipality to make local grants-in-aid; that adequate provision has been
made for relocation of families displaced by the renewal program, and that
the loan or grant will not exceed one-half of the community's share of the
173
net project cost.
172. N.Y. Munic. Law §§ 512 and 557. Before the municipality may obtain a state
loan to assist in carrying out its program of urban renewal, the municipality must have
actually contracted for a federal capital grant or loan subsequent to April 30, 1959; the
urban renewal plan must have been approved by the governing body and certified as
eligible for federal assistance by the Housing and Home Finance Agency of the federal
government; and the loan contract with the state must have been approved by the governing body and comptroller of the municipality. N.Y. Munic. Law § 508(1).
To obtain a capital grant pursuant to the General Municipal Law, the municipality
must have actually contracted for a federal capital grant or loan subsequent to December
31, 1960, N.Y. Munic. Law § 510(1). While state grants are not retroactively applicable
to federally assisted renewal projects undertaken before December 31, 1960, the statute
qualifies this time limitation by making the state capital grant available pro rata to any
additions made after that date to a project, in accordance with a contract with the federal
government. Ibid.
173. N.Y. Munic. Law §§ 513 and 557. Too, it is provided that the Commissioner
find as a condition to a loan, subsidy or grant that the municipality's program is "in
conformity with a plan or undertaking for the clearance, replanning, reconstruction and

rehabilitation of substandard and insanitary areas and for recreational and other facilities
incidental or appurtenant thereto?' N.Y. Munic. Law § 513(e). (Emphasis added.)
As is frequently the case with statutory construction, the emphasized words are
normatively ambiguous and capable of divers interpretations, and it may be argued that
the reference to "recreational facilities" imposes a condition that the plan must make
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Prerequisites to aid under the Real Estate Investment Trust Act have been
discussed generally in connection with mandatory requirements upon entity
form.
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The Public Authorities Law, while not concerned with the enabling phases
of instituting a program of redevelopment, does regulate financial assistance,
and permits loans to a local development corporation only if (I)that corporation has obtained firm commitments for the total project cost exclusive of the
loan amount requested from the New York Job Development Authority; (2)
there exists a firm commitment from the project occupant to lease the project
after completion; (3) the principal amount of such loan is thirty per cent or
less of the total project cost; (4) such loan is secured by a mortgage on all
the real property, the cost of which is included in the project cost; and (5)
said mortgage is not subordinated to other mortgages by more than fifty percent
of the project cost.175 No funds of the Authority may be allocated if the
use thereof would result in the removal of an industrial or manufacturing
plant of the project occupant from one area of the state to another area
of the state, or result in the abandonment of one or more plants within the
176
State.
Under the Small Business Investment program, a small business concernI 77
some provision for recreational facilities incidental or appurtenant to the rehabilitation
of the area; otherwise the emphasized words would be superfluous. However, the more
probable interpretation would be that the emphasized clause relates only to the inclusion
of such recreational facilities when "incidental" or "appurtenant" to the renewal program
as initially devised by the governing body without imposing compulsory obligations that
recreational facilities be a component of the redevelopment plan. In addition to literal
support of this interpretation of the words "incidental or appurtenant," the fact that
non-residential projects would not ordinarily require recreational facilities because of the
temporary and limited nature of the daily sojourn of most occupants, argues that recreational facilities are not a sine qua non of financial aid under the General Municipal Law
in the case of non-residential developments.
174. Supra note 58 and accompanying text. In addition, if an offering of trust shares
is to be made in interstate commerce, the trust must file a registration statement and
prospectus with the Securities and Exchange Commission. "Interstate Commerce" is
liberally construed, so that interstate commerce is presumed if the shares are offered to
more than twenty-five persons; if the mails are employed by the trust; or if shares are sold
(even without the knowledge of the trust management) by a shareholder to another outside the state. Williamson, supra note 26, at 59. See also, N.Y. Gen. Bus. Law § 352,
requiring state approval of a prospectus of syndicates and real estate investment trusts
to compel full disclosure of the facts of investment.
175. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1823(1). In terms of mechanics, a local development
corporation's application for a mortgage loan must be verified by an officer of the corporation duly authorized so to do "in such form and vith such exhibits and supporting
data as the authority may prescribe," N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1824. Such supporting data
would include a copy of the by-laws; or affidavits to the effect no specific designation has
been made of a qualified officer; as well as myriad documents pertaining to financial
reports, project programs, etc.
176. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1823(1). The section goes on to provide that neither
restriction shall apply if the project will discourage removal by the project applicant
outside the state of New York; or, if a removal outside the state is. inevitable, that same
is necessary to preserve the competitive position of the project occupant.
177. 75 Stat. 752, 15 US.C. § 662(5) (Supp. 1962). A small business concern is
defined for purposes of section 502 loans as 'a business concern, including its affiliates,
"which is independently owned and operated, and not dominant in its field of operation.
The number of its employees may not exceed two hundred fifty. Where two hundred
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is authorized to apply for loan assistance, upon condition that ten per cent
of the project cost has been expended in the project prior to the application
for such aid.' 7 S Where small business investment loans are sought for construction, as part of an urban renewal program, the preceding costs of acquisition and site clearance would necessarily account for that percentage of the
project cost.
The plan, and the use of proceeds must be submitted for approval to the
Small Business Investment Authority, as must any agreements between the
Small Business Investment Company and business concerns or industries which
are prospective project occupants.17 0 This latter requirement may presage
excessive control and interference with flexibility in executing the project
program. It may also impede facility of pre-negotiation arrangements between
the redevelopment corporation and ultimate project occupants regarding select
sites, favorable rentals, and other concessions calculated to induce occupany.
Finally, two private lending institutions must certify to the Authority that
they cannot or will not give aid to the applicant. 80° This prerequisite to aid
is not deemed, however, to impair development of the program since the act
is specifically intended to bridge the gap where funds are not otherwise
available.
V.

FAcILITY OF AcQuisiTioN OF PROJECT LAND UNDER THE STATUTES

Chronologically, a multitude of tasks precede the acquisition phase of
urban renewal projects. However, in terms of undertaking a project, the
feasibility of acquiring the project site is of paramount importance. No federal
act invests either the municipality or the private redeveloper with special
powers of acquisition. 181 Of course, no special enablement is necessary for
acquisition of land by negotiation and purchase, but the expense of such a
fifty to one thousand employees are employed, special size standards are established for
various industries. Similarly, an industry is characterized as "small" if annual sales are
one million dollars or less for retail concerns, and five million dollars or less for wholesale
concerns. These figures are increased by twenty-five percent if the industry is in a depressed
area classified as such by the Labor Department as having substantial labor surplus. A
redevelopment corporation qualifies under the act as a "development company," defined
as an enterprise "incorporated under State law with the authority to promote and assist
the growth and development of small-business concerns in the areas covered by their
operations" 15 U.S.C § 662.
178. 72 Stat. 387, amended 72 Stat. 698, 73 Stat. 647, 15 U.S.CA. § 636(a)(3), and
75 Stat. 63, 15 U.S.C.A. § 696 (Supp. 1961). This and other requirements are discussed
in Cahn, supra note 35, at 58.
179. C.F.R. § 108.502-1(j) (Supp. 1962).
180. 72 Stat. 394 (1958), 15 U.S.C.A. § 642 (Supp. 1960). In addition, disclosure
of the identity of agents who will deal directly with the authority is required, as is the
assurance of the corporation not to employ any person who was an employee of the
authority, as an agent for two years following receipt of assistance, ibid.
181. However, both the filing of eminent domain proceedings and the price limits
within which the LPA will offer to buy land in the project area must be approved by the
H.H.YA. HHFA Local Public Agency Manual, pt. 2, ch. 7, § 1 (1955), and public
hearings must be held by the local public agency before land may be acquired, supra
note 152.
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process for the private developer when encinctured by contractual praxis,
82
generally precludes such an approach.1
The municipality, 183 and municipal urban renewal agency, 84 likewise,
are invested with full powers to acquire property by purchase, gift, devise,
lease, condemnation or otherwise, but again the cost of acquisition by negotiation and purchase may be too onerous to permit pragmatic use of such type
of acquisition as a primary method. Thus, it would be advantageous, where
acquisition by donation or private negotiation and purchase cannot be effected,
or where it is desirable to clear questions of title, to proceed with the
acquisition phase of the project pursuant to powers of condemnation vested
in the municipality or the private developer.
The ordinary powers of condemnation of a municipality in the State of
New York 8 5 are, as we have seen, re-enforced, amplified or extended by
express statutory authorization for condemnation of urban renewal project
land.18 6 Likewise, an urban redevelopment corporation organized under the
Private Housing Finance Law' 87 is invested with general direct powers of
condemnation of any real property in the development area, independent of
the municipality. Similarly, the municipal urban renewal agency organized
under the General Municipal Law, may acquire property by condemnation by
the municipality acting on behalf of the agency. 88 Thus, regardless of whether
182. The advantages of minimizing the need for long-term equity capital resulting

froin acquisition via a leasing arrangement should also be considered, in connection with
a protracted method of acquisition by negotiation. For a discussion of authorities in
connection with enactment and enforcement of effective land use regulation as a means
of minimizing acquisition costs, see Johnstone, supra note 6, at 344, and discussion supra
note 152 and accompanying text.
183. N.Y. Munic. Law § 506(1).
184. N.Y. Munic. Law § 555.
185. Inasmuch as the power of eminent domain is an attribute of sovereignty, the
power can only be delegated by the state by legislative act authorizing the taking of
property by eminent domain, e.g., N.Y. Second Class Cities Law § 103; Munic. Law §§ 74
and 403; N.Y. Gen. City Law § 20(2); N.Y. Alternate County Government Law § 501;
N.Y. County Law §§ 215(3) and 222; N.Y. Town Law § 64(2); and N.Y. Village Law §§
1, 2(1), 89(35-a), 307.
186. The N.Y. Munic. Law § 506 authorizes condemnation "in accordance with the
provisions of appropriate general, special or local law applicable to the acquisition of real
property2' The same section authorizes a court decree "that title in fee simple to such
property shall vest in the municipality upon the entry and filing of an order of immediate
possession."
The N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 215(2) authorizes a city "upon request by a
redevelopment corporation . . . to acquire for such redevelopment corporation any real
property . . . by . . . condemnation . . . according to the provisions of any appropriate
general, special or local law applicable to the acquisition of real property by the city."
Since this statute is concerned with enabling legislation for a corporation, the instigation
of municipal action by corporate request is thus explained. See also, supra note 130.
187. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 216 prescribes the procedure whereby condemnation proceedings may be maintained by a redevelopment corporation, most of which is
discussed in the body of the text.
188. In connection with non-residential urban renewal, it ts well to recall that
condemnation for urban renewal is generally correlated to elimination or prevention of
slum conditions which breed crime, disease and other social evils, and are therefor subject
to the state's traditional police power to intrude upon private interests on behalf of public
health and safety. However, courts have generally recognized that non-residential develop-
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or not project land is to be acquired by negotiation and purchase, or by
condemnation, it would seem that the municipality, the municipal urban
renewal agency, and the redevelopment corporation organized under the
Private Housing Law are vested with coextensive general powers of condemnation.
Such general powers of condemnation, however, are not always adequate
to implement the acquisition goals of the development program, since land
which has previously been devoted to a public use cannot be condemned by
the redevelopment corporation or the municipality, for supersedure by another
public use that destroys, interferes with, or subdititously replaces the prior
use. The reason for the rule is that the State, having once authorized the
impression of the lands with a public use, could not intend to nullify its
initial grant by subsequently authorizing another agent to take the lands for
a different public use. s 9
Several exceptions to this rule are recognized and may be applicable in
appropriate instances. First, the rule does not apply where the State, itself,
is exercising the right of condemnation for its own immediate purposes against
land devoted to a pre-existing public use, since the right or power of eminent
domain is one inherent in and incident to sovereignty, and was merely delegated
initially to the existing public use repository.' 9 0 Thus, the power of eminent
domain cannot be permanently parted with, but may be resumed at will,
subject to the duty of paying compensation for any damage to property rights
caused by the taking. 19 '
Since the state is not a direct participant in urban renewal, it is vitally
important to determine whether a municipality, agency or corporation is
expressly invested as an instrumentality of the state with specific legislative
authorization to condemn land devoted to an existing public use. The Public
Authorities Law' 92 authorizes the New York Job Development Authority, in
connection with critical economic areas of the State, to acquire by condemnament is a compelling economic need for the public good. See cases cited in Sogg & Wertheimer, supra note 36, at 52; and see Condon, Constitutional Urban Redevelopment, 13
U. Fla. L. Re-,. 344 (1960), and Note, 60 Yale LJ. 789, 796 (1961).
189. See In re New York L. & IV. Ry., 99 N.Y. 12, 1 N.E. 27 (1885), which
aSserts: "(W)ere the rule otherwise, this evil would result: A corporation number one,
having the right of eminent domain, takes land from a similar corporation number two,
having the same right. Number two thereupon proceeds again to condemn it for its own
use, and number one retaliates, and so the absurd process goes on." Id. at 23.
190. Adirondack Ry. Co. v. Indian River Co., 27 App. Div. 326, 50 N.Y. Supp.
245 (3d Dep't 1898); IN re Elimination of Highway-Railroad Crossing, 234 App. Div.
129, 254 N.Y. Supp. 578 (3d Dep't 1931).
191. People v. Adirondack Ry., 160 N.Y. 225, 54 N.E. 689, aff'd, 176 U.S. 335,
(1899); Erie R.R. v. Board of Public Utility Comm'rs, 254 U.S. 394, (1927) and Denver
& Rio Grande R.R. v. City and County of Denver, 250 U.S. 241 1926). This power of
the state has been held paramount even against public uses engaged in interstate commerce,
on the rationale that engagement in interstate commerce requires entry onto the land,
which in turn requires compliance by the public user with the conditions imposed by the
State for the safety of its citizens, thereby subordinating the interests of the user to the
possible exercise of the sovereign right of the state on behalf of its citizens.
192. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1827.
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tion such property as may be required by a local development corporation. 1 3
These condemnation powers are to be exercised "in the name of the state,
by condemnation pursuant to the condemnation law."' 94 In all probability,
the Authority should be regarded as legally tantamount to "the State" by
virtue of such authorization to exercise condemnation powers in the name of
the State, with the result that existing public uses may be acquired by con195
demnation under the Public Authorities Law.
Similarly, the municipality acting on behalf of a municipal urban renewal
agency is empowered to acquire land by condemnation "pursuant to the
condemnation law or pursuant to the laws relating to the condemnation of land
by a municipality."'196 The New York General Municipal Law declares that
urban renewal agencies are "governmental agencies and instrumentalities,' '
which phrase refers to the state government, since such agencies are established
by special act of the legislature, and not by the municipality. Because of this
express declaration of agency for the state, it would seem that existing public
uses may be condemned by the municipality acting on behalf of the municipal
urban renewal agency.
The second exception to the rule that property dedicated to an existing
public use may not be taken by eminent domain arises when specific legislative
authorization to condemn land devoted to a precedent public use has been
conferred expressly or by negative .implication. 98 Municipalities are nowhere
193. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1801(8) defines a local development corporation as a
non-profit membership or stock corporation, which has met the requirements of § 1825
of the Act, discussed supra note 98 and related text.
194. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1827.
195. In the two Adirondack cases, supra notes 190 and 191, a three-man Forest
Preserve Board authorized by legislative act to "acquire for the state, by purchase or
otherwise, land structures (etc.) . . . in the Adirondack park . . . as may be deemed
advisable for the interests of the state," was regarded by the courts as equivalent to the
State for burposes of condemnation. The courts did not articulate the reasons for this
ascription of identity, but presumably the quoted statutory mandate permitted such
homologizing of the part with the whole state.
Similarly, In re Elimination of Highway Railroad Crossing, supra note 190, involved
condemnation proceedings by the Public Service Commission acting pursuant to similar
authorization of the Grade Crossing Elimination Act [L. 1928, ch. 678, as amended, L. 1929
ch. 645, and L. 1930, ch. 680], which were regarded as the "taking by the sovereign,
itself, acting through its duly constituted agency, the Public Service Commission." [Supra,
note 190 at 254 N.Y. Supp. 578, 580.] The words "to acquire for the state," like
the words "in the name of the state" comprise the legislative designation of an entity to
act on behalf of the State, with the resulting power to take, by condemnation, land
devoted to a prior public use. The conclusion that the New York Job Development
Authority is empowered to condemn land devoted to an existing public use, is further
strengthened by negative inference in that words establishing agency for the State are
absent in those statutes in which a disquiparancy between the state and its subdivision has
been found, and which have been interpreted as devolving merely a general power of
condemnation upon the commission, public authority or department involved. For example,
note the absencf such words in N.Y. Munic. Law § 351 (authorizing county, city, village
or town to acq-ui're land for an Authority).
airport); and N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1177 (authorizing
condemnation by Buffalo Sewer
196. N.Y. Mu~tic. Law §-555.
197. N.Y. Munic. Law § 551.
198. New York Central & Hudson River R.R. v. City of-Buffalo, 20a N.Y. 113, 93
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invested with express, specific legislative authority to condemn land devoted
to existing public use for purposes of non-residential urban renewal. Nor is
it possible to derive such authorization for municipalities by necessary implication from express statutory language.1'9 Special powers to acquire property
devoted to another public use, via specific statutory authorization to that
effect are vested in an urban redevelopment corporation organized under the
Private Housing Finance Law2 0 0 which may thereby condemn property devoted
to an existing public use.
Too, while it is primarily a political matter, the possibility of special
legislation authorizing acquisition of specific sites for designated purposes
should be considered. It is well established that the legislature may subject
railroad property to condemnation by an agency via appropriate special legislation.2 0 1 Special legislation authorizing a municipality to acquire by condemnation, for the benefit of the municipality, title to renewal land not owned
by it, but included in its renewal plan, probably would be construed as
sufficiently explicit language to constitute a specific authorization to take
by eminent domain any property within the area of the plan, notwithstanding
20 2
its existing dedication to a public use.
It is also worthy of comment that property devoted to a public use may
N.E. 520 (1910); Suburban-Rapid-Transit Co. v. New York, 128 N.Y. 510, 28 N.E. 525
(1891).
199. A previous study under grant from the Greater Buffalo Development Foundation, made the proleptic assertion that the New York State Legislature, by implication,
intends cities to have power to take public utility land by condemnation. Waite, supra
note 1, at 294. While chevied by Disraeli's admonition that "it is easier to be critical than
to be correct," the present writer cannot agree with this conclusion on the basis of legislation enacted subsequent to such study. Professor Waite's concatenation declared that since
an urban redevelopment corporation is invested with specific authority to condemn public
utility property with the approval of the Public Service Commission, ibid. [citing N.Y. Unconsol. Laws § 3317(e) (McKinney Supp. 1960) (now Priv. Hous. Fin. Laws § 216(4)(e)],
and since a municipality is empowered to condemn land on behalf of such a corporation, ibid. [citing N.Y. Unconsol. Laws § 3316(2) (McKinney Supp. 1960) (now Priv.
Hous. Fin. Law § 215(2)] then "since urban renewal is vital to local prosperity, the
conclusion that the Legislature intends that cities have this power for their own urban
renewal projects seems dear." Id. at 294. Aided by hindsight, the more reasonable, and contradictory inference would seem to be that since the legislature withheld such specific condemnation powers in its 1961 amendment to the General Municipal Law (§ 506), and
expressly invested the municipality with general, and therefore limited, condemnation
powers "in accordance with the provisions of appropriate general, special or local law applicable to the acquisition of real property by such municipality," while concurrently creating specific authorization for a redevelopment corporation organized under the Private
Housing Finance Law § 216(4) (e) to acquire land in the development area by condemnation, even though such land had been previously devoted to another public use,
it would seem that the Legislature intends to reject any implication of condemnation powers
to municipalities to acquire land devoted to an existing public use via the Private Housing

Finance Law.

200. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 216(4) (e), discussed supra note 199.
201. Hudson River Regulating Dist. v. Fonda, J. & G.R.R. Co., 249 N.Y. 445, 164
N.E. 541 (1928); and In re Elimination of Highway-Railroad Crossing, supra note 190.
202. See Re New York, 135 N.Y. 253, 31 N.E. 1043 (1892) where a statute authorizing the department of docks to acquire any wharf property in the city not owned by it
but included in the plans adopted by the city, was held sufficient to include in condemnation proceedinzs land used by a railroad or gas company for landing freight or other
property, which had been included in such plan.
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be appropriated even under a general power of condemnation for a use which
will not be inconsistent with the existing public purpose. Thus far, the doctrine
has been applied only to condemnation of property necessary to lay out a
street across an existing railroad or where part of the land in the bed of a
proposed street is used for railroad purposes. 20 3 This latter finding that the
railroad use need not be inconsistent with a highway use, suggests that urban
renewal lands appropriated for development may not necessarily be incompatible with pre-existing public uses. For example, if the pre-existing use consisted of only a railroad track running upon otherwise undeveloped railroad
lands, then the argument could be persuasively advanced that acquisition by
condemnation for urban renewal is not inconsistent with the pre-existing
public use, since the development of the site for non-residential purposes,
especially for an industrial park, will complement the railroad uses by providing easy accessibility by ultimate consumers to the goods transported along
the tracks; the railroad property actually and actively used in the public
interest.
There is dictum in other jurisdictions to the effect that condemnation
of property already dedicated to public use may be authorized even where
the public use to which it has been devoted is destroyed, if the taking-purpose
is of such great importance to the public that it demands that the public use
of less importance be supplanted for the public benefit.20 4
While lipservice is paid to the rule that "public use" is intended
to mean
20 5
sought
to be
that
the
property
still,
despite
the
fact
public
use,
an active
condemned is not in actual current use, condemnation powers under a general
authorization have been denied where an assertion is made that the property
20
will be needed for the existing authorized public purpose in the future.
Two other factors may affect the desirability of obtaining special condemnation powers under the Private Housing Finance Law. First, proceedings
to condemn may not be commenced by the redevelopment corporation until
proof is presented to the supervising agency that fee title or valid and en203.

Re New York (West 134th Street), 143 App. Div. 258, 128 N.Y. Supp. 589,

rev'd on other grounds, 204 N.Y. 465, 97 N.E. 862 (1911). See also cases cited at 35
A.L.R.2d 1326, 1340 (1952). These cases, however, are limited to specific fact situations
where there was neither permanent interference, nor ultimate conflict, with the existing
public use, e.g., laying a spur track across existing railroad tracks.
204. Sabine & E.T.R.R. v. Gulf & I.R.R., 92 'Tex. 162, 46 S.V. 784 (1878). It
is possible that the totality of urban renewal implications may relegate other, less comprehensive, public uses to a status of "public use of less importance."
205. Re Rochester H. & L.R.R., 110 N.Y. 119, 17 N.E. 678 (1888). Thus, in
another jurisdiction, where portions of railroad lands were not devoted to an active public
use, such lands were subject to condemnation by another railroad company for the construction of a spur line. So. Pac. R.R. v. So. Cal. R., 111 Cal. 221, 43 Pac. 602 (1896).
The contemplated use of the condemnors would necessarily be moye in the public interest
than that desuetude to which it had previously been devoted by the owner-utility.
206. In re 221st St. in City of New York, 116 Misc. 506, 190 N.Y. Supp. 234 (Sup.
Ct. 1921), where the railroad from which lands were sought to be taken alleged it would
need the land in the future, notwithstanding the fact the railroad was no longer operating.
See also, Prospect Park & CJ.R.R. v. Williamson, 91 N.Y. 552 (1883).
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forceable options or contracts have been acquired for the acquisition of such
20 7
title to or in real property satisfying the minimum condemnation requirement.
This minimum condemnation requirement is defined as "land and buildings
or improvements constituting fifty-one percentum or more of the land area
and fifty-one percentum or more by assessed valuation for the purpose of city
taxes of the land and buildings or improvements ... of all land and buildings
20 8
or improvements fee title to which is to be acquired."
The required acquisition of fifty-one percent of such property may be
accomplished before the necessity arises for the redevelopment corporation to
acquire the remaining property which is devoted to a pre-existing public use, 20 9
by municipal acquisition via condemnation of fifty-one percent of the project
land not devoted to a pre-existing public use. The redevelopment corporation
would then assume responsibility for the project instituted by the city; purchase the land at the write-down from the municipality; 210 and thereafter
exercise its special powers of condemnation in acquiring the remaining land.
The use of an extensive leasing arrangement 211 to reduce the amount and value
"of all land and buildings or improvements fee title to which is to be acquired"
should also be considered, in conjunction with the condemnation powers created
207. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 216(1)(c).
208. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 202. The same section goes on to explain that
the fifty-one percent applies to all lands in the development area "which are not exempt
otherwise than by this article in whole or in part from local taxation." This exception
would seem intended to relate to eleemosynary institutions granted an existing exemption
from taxation. However, the possibility may be entertained, with varying degrees of seriousness, that amunicipality will grant blanket tax exemptions immediately prior to the
development plan's presentation, in order to encourage operation of a local redevelopment corporation, independent of the municipality in the acquisition phases of the program.
In such a case, the probity of the municipal governing body to honor the statute's obvious
import, supplemented by the reluctance to experience total loss of revenue from property
taxes during the period of exemption, militates against the exercise of such municipal
discretion.
209. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 202, further qualifies the fifty-one percent of all
lands in the development area as those "which are included in that stage of the development plan in which is located the real property sought to be condemned." This phraseology
suggests experimentation with various divisions of a total redevelopment area in order to
obtain the several redevelopment plans which would be most advantageous in terms of
satisfying the fifty-one percent requirement. Generally, it does not seem possible, if public
utility lands are needed as part of the over-all developmant plan, to accomplish their
acquisition more effectively by sub-dividing the overall plan into a number of sub-projects,
than by maintaining a total project. However, where the lands devoted to a pre-existing
public use comprise a minute fraction of the total contemplated project, it would be
advantageous to create a smaller project composed of the public-use lands and other lands
sufficient to comprise fifty-one percent of such smaller project, in order to acquire more
readily the public use lands by condemnation. This advantage must be equated with the
total land area required to be taken by condemnation, of which the segregated, acquired
project will no longer be a part, and no longer usable as a basis for acquiring other public
use lands.
210. The write down is discussed supra, note 23 and related text. Condemnation by
the corporation is permitted "in the manner provided by the condemnation law." Condemnation by the city is possible "upon request by a redevelopment corporation and
after a certificate of approval of condemnation with respect to the real property in question has been issued . . .by . . . condemnation . . . according to the provisions of any
aDpropriate general, special or local law applicable to the acquisition of real property by
the city." N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 215.
211. Discussed supra notes 148 and 149 and accompany texts.
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by the Private Housing Finance Law, as a means of decreasing the total fee
title to be acquired.
A second factor affecting the choice of proceeding under the condemnation
powers established by the Private Housing Finance Law is the requirement
that no real property belonging to a public utility corporation may be acquired
without the approval of the commission, officer or tribunal having regulatory
power over such corporationm2 12 Such approval could be time-consuming and
a serious obstacle to thorough and dependable planning. However, a previous
study has cogently argued for the conclusion that the regulatory commission's
approval is required only when substantially all the public utility's property,
213
or an operating unit or system thereof, would be taken by condemnation.
Even if we assume that public utility land which has not been employed
actively, and is not likely to be put to such use in the immediate future,
cannot qualify as land devoted to a public use, and is therefore subject to
condemnation by a municipality's powers, the condemnor may still be on the
horns of a dilemma. For example, railroad property, undeveloped and constituting open land would be a most desirable object of acquisition by condemnation since no improvements to the land will increase the acquisition cost,
nor will there be any expense incurred for clearance of the site. However,
since capital grants under the federal program generally are not available
fo segments of urban renewal projects consisting of open land, the benefit
of federal aid is commensurately reduced. 14
Finally, where condemnation proceedings have been instituted by a redevelopment corporation organized pursuant to the Private Housing Finance
Law, immediate entry upon the real property described in the condemnation
petition is authorized upon a showing that the delay inherent in regular condemnation proceedings will make the development impossible or difficult to the
prejudice of the public interest.2 15 Such immediate entry is contingent upon
a deposit with the court of a sum of money or a state or federal bond
equivalent to at least one hundred twenty per centum of the assessed valuation
of the realty upon which entry is so allowed 216
212. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 216(4)(e). In New York State, the Public Service
Commission would be the primary regulatory agency involved. N.Y. Pub. Serv. Law § 5.
213. Waite, supra note 1, at 294. Professor Waite's conclusion, however, was based
upon the fact that the provisions of the Condemnation Law were enacted eleven years
after the similar controlling provision of the N.Y. Unconsol. Law § 3317(4) (e). This
latter provision has been superseded by the N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 216(4) (e), which
was enacted subsequently to the Condemnation Law, and yet retained identical language
with its predecessive statute. The argument could thus be made that since the Legislature
was aware of the provisions of the Condemnation Law, it specifically rejected their incorporation by reference, and intended full review by the regulatory commission.
214. Discussed supra note 107. The resolution of the dilemma would regard a project
upon which railroad track has been laid as improved land in its entirety, for purposes of
qualifying for full federal grants, while at the same time regarding'the part of the tract
which is devoid of railroad track as not devoted to an active public use, and therefore
amenable to the municipality's general powers to take it by condemnation.
215. N.Y.. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 216(2). The same section also provides for notice
to the property owner in the discretion of the court.
216. Ibid. Objections to renewal projects by way of defense or declaratory judgment,
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VI.

FACTORS IMPINGING UPON DISPOSITION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF PROJECT LAND

Since site clearance followed by inaction will defeat the urban renewal
program, the phases of disposition and development must be correlated realistically to the speed of the total program. Federal controls reflecting a concern
with expeditious disposition and development of project land are to be expected
due to the fact that any increase in net project costs caused by interest
accumulating on a temporary loan, or extended payments made to the city in
lieu of taxes 217 must be shared or borne by the federal government. Likewise,
municipal insistence upon guarantees of development may be prompted by the
municipality's interest in avoiding said increased project costs by minimizing
debt obligation, and preventing unproductive land use. 218 Especially where
a local public agency has already undertaken one or more projects, it is
essential to assure the feasibility of any subsequent project by matching the
initial investment with adequate and reasonably certain private funds earmarked for construction.2 1 9
Occasionally, municipal regulation may be actuated by the requirement
under prevailing standards that the local public agency must ensure the accomplishment of acquisition and site clearance within ten years of receipt
of the federal grant-in-aid, and must also ensure that the first project undertaken by a redeveloper constitutes at least ten percent of the total general
neighborhood renewal plan. This latter provision could deter participation
by redevelopers where the L.P.A. has been overly ambitious in initially designating the general project area for improvement, so that the first project is too
redoubtable to be ventured by any redeveloper. 20
As a matter of statutory authorization, virtually every desirable method
of project land disposition by the municipality or the municipal urban renewal
in eminent domain proceedings are discussed in Sogg & Wertheimer, supra note 36, at 517;
Weinstein, Judicial Review in Urban Renewal, 21 Fed. B.J. 318, 333 (1961). The elements
of urban renewal condemnation costs are discussed in Berger, Current Problems Affecting
Costs of Condemnation, XXVI Law & Contemp. Prob. 85 (1961).
217. Housing Act of 1949, § 110(e), (f), as amended 71 Stat. 300, 42 U.S.C. § 1460
(1958).
218. Brownfield, supra note 104, at 735 urges that "(T)here must be an approximate
equilibrium between the amount of money poured into the assembly line at one end to initiate projects and the rate at which urban renewal land is sold and developed from the other
end of the line." The thesis of the Brownfield article is that the disposition stage of
renewal should be the limiting factor controlling the size of the renewal program to avoid
disenchantment engendered by lagging disposition.
219. Housing Act of 1949, § 103(c), as amended, 73 Stat. 672, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1453(c)
(1959) provides that: "financial assistance made available to any locality or local public
agency upon submission and processing of proper application therefor shall not otherwise
be restricted except on the basis of (1) urgency of need and (2) feasibility, as determined
by the Administrator." The ability of the municipality to effectuate the plan is a component
of "feasibility," and where the municipality is already committed to one or more projects,
the likelihood of a subsequent project's success may be reduced if all available developmental resources afe concentrated in the earlier projects.
220. In addition, in order to protect labor standards, the prevailing salary rate in
the locality must be paid all architects, technicians, laborers and mechanics employed In
the development of a project. 68 Stat. 590, 626 (1954).
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agency is permitted under the applicable statutes, 22' rendering the determinants
of disposition not ones of legal consequences, but of practicality depending
upon local conditions. Our interest in disposition pursuant to statute is
primarily concerned with facility of disposition by the local public agency
to the redevelopment corporation or the private developer. There are, of course,
tangential problems concerning disposition by the redevelopment corporation
to the private developer or ultimate project occupant, as well as problems
involving facility of disposition by the developer to the ultimate project
occupants. Since full occupancy immediately subsequent to completion of the
development is essential to financial success of the enterprise, procuring public
acceptance of the development becomes of vital importance in the disposition
phase. To accomplish this objective, it may be exigent to transform the public
image of a deteriorated, undesirable area to one of a modern, attractive loca22 2
tion, as expeditiously as possible.
If the redevelopment corporation or private redeveloper is to benefit from
federal and state grants-in-aid in acquiring the project land from the local
public agency, then the proportionate advantage of these grants must be
3
transmitted via the "write-down" in land values .2 The Housing Act of 1949224
requires that project land be disposed of "at its fair value for uses in accordance with the urban renewal plan." 225 However, the General Municipal Law22 6
adumbrates only the condition that the proposed sponsor agree "to pay the
minimum price or rental fixed by the agency (of the municipality) for such
real property," thereby affording the municipality wide latitude in establishing
price. Too, as we have seen, even where the corporation is the initiator of
221. The General Municipal Law authorizes a municipality, [§ 503(c)] or a municipal
urban renewal agency, [§ 5561 as the objects of this enabling legislation, to "sell, lease ...
or otherwise dispose of such real property" following the acquisition of such project land.
The municipality, E§ 507(1)] and the agency [§ 556], are specifically empowered to utilize
any lawful method of disposing of real property, including, but not limited to sale or
lease for a term not exceeding ninety-nine years to any person, firm or corporation at
(1) the highest marketable price; (2) rental at public auction; or (3) by sealed competitive bids pursuant to existing law. No restriction is imposed as to the minimum amount
of proceeds to be realized from such disposition.
222. To accomplish this exuviation, it has been suggested that "The principal corrective action that might be taken by renewal agencies is to clear a slum area, allow the
empty land to remain idle for a whole (sic), put in the community improvements such
as schools, parks, highways and utilities, and after these are under construction, select
urban renewal private enterprise developers for the various segments of the project."
Nelson, supra note 23, at 22. Clearly, public relations are part of the fundamental task of
the entrepreneur to create an effective demand for his renewal product among ultimate
project occupants. For non-legal considerations in inducing occupancy-desire, see Brady,
supra note 150, at 35, et seq.
223. Discussed supra note 23, and related text.
224. 71 Stat. 300, 42 US.C. § 1450(c)(4) (1958).
225. The contract, price, conveyancing instruments, and the purchaser's financial responsibility, qualifications for organizing, constructing and operating the project, must be
approved by the H.H.F.A. HHEFA Local Public Agency Manual, pt. 3, ch. 6, § 4 (1955).
The "fair value" figure is generally fixed, often arbitrarily, by the H.H.F.A. with the
net project cost being the basis for the city's resale, e.g., one-half or one-fourth of the net
project cost, plus the value of land not acquired for cash.
226. N.Y. Munic. Law § 507(2)(c)(2).
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condemnation proceedings the city is authorized to acquire realty ort behalf
of the redevelopment corporation, and convey same "upon payment to the
city of all sums expended or required to be expended by the city in the
acquisition of such real property. 2 2- 7 A literal reading of the statute duc, not
insist upon payment of the "acquisition cost," but compels payment only of
that part of the acquisition cost expended by the city.223
In evaluating the fair re-use value of the project land, couns:l fir the
redeveloper will probably make every effort to obtain a 'loss- leader" pfeconcert, whereby the developer taking the risk of developiag the initial parcel
of the renewal project will pay a proportionately lower price than the dcvclopc'p
which undertakes the last parcel of the renewal project, on the rationale that
a greater return should be permitted the initial developer whose iitative
deserves reward because of the greatest risk undertaken, rather tban the
developers which assumed later parts of an established and successtol yedcvelopment project, whose decrescent risks tend in practice to earn the be.t retin
Anent the methods of disposition, the H.t.F.A. has suggc_%ted aud approved open competitive dispositioo via (1) sealed-bid offering; (2) public
auction with or without a guaranteed bid; (3) negotiated disposal under ipen
competite bid; (4) fixed price offering with bidding on other than a landcost basis, e.g. design or total investment as the ermobasized factor in addiiiort
to fixed price, in order to assure the best design or financial coropetence; and
(5) matched bid, whereby a designated redeveloper participates in design, etc.,
from project inception, with the privilege of matching other bids at public auction: which method retains the benefits of a price fixed by market competition
while also emphasizing planning cooperation. 2 " In addition, predetermined price
227. Discussed supra note 1.6 and related text.
228. Moreover, there could be no intent to have the city obtain a wv4dfal from
federal or state funds applied to the project cost, by realizing: the full cost of ,quvAtio
upon resale to the developer. To fail in transmitting the benefits of the:e jrant,- in aid
would only serve to defeat the program's purposes.
229. However desirable the loss leader concept may be to the initial developer, it
heteroclite in current practice, and application of the concept has not been adopted.
Jagger, "Special Considerations Regarding Industry Sponsored Development," in Private
Financing Considerations in Urban Renewal 14 (1961).
230. Urban Renewal Manual, § 14-3. The Manual supersedes the prs'viously i.s.ued
Local Public Agency Manual, and may be procured from the Sup't of Documents, Wash.,
D.C., on a subscription basis. Since the federal statute requires only that thu fair re-ume
xalue of the land be realized, these provision are not construed as necessitating sale for
the highest bid price. Examples of bidding on other than a price basis include bidding
related to the extent and complexity of improvements; the fact that a development is
intended to be low-rent; and possibly the loss-leader conceptualization outlined in the
text.
Where a developer has arranged with the local public agency to act as a sponsor as a
result of negotiated disposal under other than competitive conditions, the agreement with
the L.P.A. must contain provisions whereby the price shall be determined within the
exclusive discretion of the L.PA. If the redeveloper does not accept such L.P.A. determination (subject, of course, to th" standard of fair re-use value) within a reasonable time,
all rights of the developer to acquire the land shall terminate. Id., § 14-3. However, the
agreement may reserve to the redeveloper the right to meet within a specified time any
price negotiated with another redeveloper that is (a) less than the lowest price at which
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offering or preferential sales to former occupants or owners, and non-competitive
negotiation have been sanctioned by the H.H.F.A. 1
Other federal restrictions require that, as prescribed by the Public
Housing Administrator, the redeveloper's name be made public by the local
public agency before any contract for disposition of project land is consummated, with publication of the proposed proceeds to be derived from disposition of the project land 2-2 as well as of the estimated cost of redevelopment.
The Administrator must approve the developer's specification for constructing
the proposed renewal project.23 3 In addition, as a general rule, most local
public agencies, preliminary to competitive bidding, will require a developer
to prequalify by making an initial bid of at least the appraised value of the
property,2 34 by depositing in cash or securities a percentage of such appraised
value; and by agreeing that if the bid is successful, the developer will execute
the form contract attached to the bidding document. 235
The Area Redevelopment Act authorizes the L.P.A. to dispose of project
land to a public body or non-profit corporation for intermediate holding and
subsequent disposition to a redeveloper, rather than for direct and immediate
redevelopmentL2 38 Outside of designated redevelopment areas under the act,
project land must be disposed of to purchasers or lessees who will begin
any improvements necessary for that purpose within a reasonable time,237
and who will agree to devote the land directly to uses in accord with the
urban renewal plan. In the case of an industrial park, however, standard
business practice favors the intermediate use of a holding company to retain
some of the property for a considerable time, and to provide sites and basic
utilities to ultimate project occupants as needed. This requirement preponderates over considerations of possible speculation by a public or private
non-profit holding company in the redevelopment area, which originally
prompted the general rule that disposition could be direct to the redeveloper
238
only.
Under the Private Housing Finance Law, the municipality is authorized
to sell renewal lands to a redevelopment corporation, and the municipality,
the land was offered to the initial developer, or (b) not more than five percent above the
best offer previously made by the initial redeveloper. Ibid.
231. Goldston, supra note 90, at 129.
232. 73 Stat. 673, 42 U.S.C. § 1455(e) (1959).
233. 68 Stat. 647 (1954), 42 U.S.C. § 1455(a) (1959).
234. This practice' falls within the ambit of the federal statutory requirement for
disposition at "fair re-use value" outlined in note 225 supra. However, if an overly cooperative municipality adjusts the appraised value of property downward, with correlative
adjustment downward of the minimum bid requirement, on the rationale that the blighted

condition and diminution of business activity and land value in the renewal area justify
a lowering of the appraised value, such lowered value may violate the standard of fair

re-use value imposed by the federal statute.

235. See Brownfield, supra note 104, at 750.
236. Housing Act of 1949, § 113, as added by Area Redevelopment Act of 1961,
§ 14, supra note 12.
237. 63 Stat. 416, 42 U.S.C. § 1455.
238. Bryant, Federal Renewal Legislation, 21 Fed. BJ. 284, 286 (1961).
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prior to disposition to the corporation must hold a public hearing to consider
the proposed sale or lease, provided public notice of such hearing has been
published at least ten days before the hearing date.P 9
Under the General Municipal Law, disposition of property by sale or
lease without public auction or sealed bids is authorized to any person, firm
240
or corporation designated by the local public agency as an eligible sponsor.
This direct negotiation permits the redeveloper to escape the effort and expense
of preparing renderings and "showpieces" necessary for competitive bidding,
which frequently must be discarded, or modified even by the winner of the
bidding, and allocate his architectural resources more effectively and inexpensively by exclusive cooperation with the local public agency planning
24 1
staff.
However, in order to proceed without sealed bids or public auction, a
public notice must be published in the local newspaper specifying the identity
of the proposed sponsor and his proposed use or re-use of the urban renewal
area, and such proposed sponsor must agree to pay the minimum price or rental
fixed by the agency for such realty; must also match any bid higher than
the said minimum price or rental so fixed; and must agree to effectuate the
purpose of the sale, lease or other disposition within a definite and reasonable
period of time.2 42 Significantly, if the proposed sponsor does not pay the
minimum price or rental or does not match any higher bid, then the municipality
has absolute discretion to dispose of said property to the original owner
thereof, if such former owner will pay the minimum price or rental or match
243
any higher bid.
The General Municipal Law provides an even more favorable method
disposition to an eligible sponsor without the necessity of competidirect
of
tive bidding, which may be used alternatively to the procedure just outlined,
239.

N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 219.

240. N.Y. Munic. Law § 507(2). The statute simply prescribes that an eligible sponsor
may be designated as such "in accordance with established rules and procedures" of the
agency. Ibid. Presumably, an entity specifically organized for redevelopment purposes would
qualify as an eligible sponsor. See supra note 27 and note 153. Prior to this Act, sales
by negotiated bid could be made only to a limited-dividend housing company. Other
sponsors formerly had to participate in a public auction in which the tentative sponsor
could be outbid. (N.Y. Munic. Law § 72-k).
241. See Goldston, supra note 90, at 131.
242. N.Y. Munic. Law § 507(2)(c). Further, in the case of projects aided by a state
loan, periodic subsidy or capital grant, the form and manner of the notice must also have
been approved by the Commissioner of Housing of the State. The basis for such minimum

price is discussed supra note 225 and 226 and accompanying text.
243. Ibid. This section also permits sale or lease to the original owner of the "property
so acquired from such person, firm or corporation or substantially equivalent property
within the urban renewal area." Thus, an original owner might be able to acquire even
more desirable property than originally owned, provided the eligible sponsor has refused
to pay the minimum price established by the agency, and the replacing property is "substantially equivalent." The statute is silent on whether the price to be paid for the "substantially similar property" is the price set for the original land or for the "similar"
property.
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in the discretion of the municipality. Under this proceeding, the public notice
which must be published in the local newspaper must specify the identity of
the proposed sponsor and his proposed use or re-use of the urban renewal
area; and must set forth the price or rental to be paid by such sponsor, and
all other essential terms and conditions of the disposition; and the governing
a public hearing held within
body may approve such disposition only after
244
notice.
such
of
publication
the
from
days
ten
Proceeding under the alternative procedure just outlined imposes an
additional requirement of public disclosure of all the terms of the development, which was not required under the first method outlined, with the concomitant "illumination" and "heat" which accompany a public hearing prior
to approval of the disposition by the governing body, in lieu of the possibility
of higher costs resulting from competitive matched bids as required by the
first method discussed under the General Municipal Law. 24 5 Clearly, the
legislature intended to insure a fair price being paid by the redeveloper (as
an eligible sponsor) either by the device of competitive matched bids as
outlined in the first method discussed, or by the device of public disclosure,
hearing and municipal approval attaching to the second method discussed.
Exercise of municipal discretion in adopting one of these alternative procedures
must depend upon factors such as the degree of probable competitiveness;
the belief that the price is actually a fair one as established by the local
public agency; and the degree of popular support for private participation in
the renewal program, manifested by public acceptance of advantageous terms
extended to encourage redeveloper participation.
Presumably, since the General Municipal Law permits disposition by a
' 46
municipal urban renewal agency "at the highest marketable price or rental,"
without specifying the manner thereof, disposition may be accomplished
without public notice or hearing, possibly rendering formation of the municipal
urban renewal agency most desirable for this reason, from the viewpoint of
the private redeveloper.
Under the Public Authorities Law, the New York Job Development
Authority is empowered to acquire and hold property in the name of the State
and to "sell, convey, mortgage, lease, pledge or otherwise dispose of, upon
such terms and conditions as the authority may deem advisable, real and
personal property. ' 247 The reader will recall from our previous discussion,
that while the New York Job Development Authority was primarily created
to render financial assistance via mortgage loans to the project occupant, the
244. N.Y. Munic. Law § 507(2)(d). The "essential terms" required to be divulged
would include the period of time for payment of the price to the municipality; the period
of time for completion of development; and any encumbrances upon freedom of alienation contemplated or assumed by the corporation.
245. Supra note 242 and related text.
246. N.Y. Munic. Law § 556.
247. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1804(8).
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Authority was also invested with limited powers of condemnation, 48 and in
part it is property so acquired, of which the Authority may dispose.
Further, the project occupant is specifically accorded the right to purchase
the project if a provision to that effect is included in a mortgage, lease or
other agreement, upon such terms and conditions as the Authority may
approve2 49 In this connection, the project occupant must have been found
to be financially responsible; able to comply with its lease with the Authority
250
and the corporation; and found to have a sound public business background,
toward the end of establishing the likelihood that it can successfully meet
the required payments.
Under the Small Business Investment Program, a local development company is authorized to construct a facility and dispose of property to a small
business concern by (1) sales contract following construction of the facility
by the company; or (2) leasing the property with a purchase option to the
project occupant, whereby rentals apply on the option price; or (3) straight
lease for a period at least for five years after full disbursement of the loan to
the small business. 251 Any agreements between the company and tentative
project occupants must be approved by the Small Business Investment Authority,28 2 presumably on the basis of the preceding criteria for disposition.
In addition to factors generally impinging upon disposition of project
land, such as bidding and deposit procedures; and the necessity for public
relations to change the image of the renewal area; there is an additional variable involving the factor of the redeveloper's exposure to public objurgation
because of organized and vociferous opposition to dislodgement of occupants
from the project land. Where this hostility is intense, early participation may
be deterred on the part of private developers who would prefer to have
government agencies take full responsibility for the acquisition, relocation and
demolition phases. Governmental agencies, in turn, are inclined to temporize,
being reluctant to undertake the burden of these obligations without first
having obtained commitments for private participation, thereby creating a
mutuality of inertia which is difficult to surmount. Counsel for the private
redeveloper can be expected to urge intrepid pre-emption of all responsibility
by the governmental agencies for this inconvenience to project occupants, so
that exposure to villification can be avoided by private redevelopers. Furthermore, the period of immobilization of capital resulting from inability to use
248. Discussed supra notes 52 and 192 and related texts.

249. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1823(5). However, it is further provided that no such

right may be exercised prior to the first date upon which bonds or notes of the Authority
issued for such program are redeemable. It is well to keep in mind that the "project
occupant" to which the statute refers is the ultimate business enterprise which shall use
the new industrial or manufacturing plant (the project) after construction or renovation
is completed, supra note 102.
250. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1826.
251. See Small Business Administration, Loans to State and Local Development Companies 4 (1961).
252. Discussed supra note 179 and accompanying text.
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the land until relocation is accomplished argues strongly against the redeveloper
taking the project land until he is fully prepared to proceed.
Freedom of the redeveloper to enter into contracts of sale with ultimate
project occupants, prior to the redeveloper assuming any obligations for development, and contingent upon the redeveloper obtaining the right to develop
the project, may also assume some significance. It would seem as a matter
of contract law that a binding contract for the sale of land may be entered
into with an option to the vendor or vendee to compel repurchase upon the
25 3
happening of some event, or at some subsequent date.
The practical aspects of this right to negotiate a sale before the redeveloper
has acquired title to the project site, at least in the case of occupied sites,
are highlighted by the fact that, especially in non-residential areas, public
support for a renewal project originates with those landowners, merchants or
industries directly involved in the area. Generally, such property owners and
leaseholders demand some assurance that they can "buy into" the redevelopment, in exchange for their fullest cooperation. However, it would seem doubtful that such transactions could be validly consummated without first obtaining
the consent of the supervising agency thereto.254
253. Maier v. Rebstock, 92 App. Div. 587, 87 N.Y. Supp. 85 (4th Dep't 1904); Williston, 6 Contracts 360 (3d ed. 1962), asserts "The general rule is that although the title
of one who enters into an executory contract for the conveyance of land may be defective
at the time he enters into such contract, if the vendor is able to convey a good title
when the time for the conveyance of land arrives, this is sufficient .... (T)he vendor may
compel the purchaser to perform his part of the agreement even though the former did
not own the land at the time he entered into the contract." See also, Goldston, supra
note 90, at 143 for the use of a lease from the redeveloper with an option for the
occupant to buy at completion, as a means of meeting the needs of commercial and industrial occupants.
254. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law ,§206(3) provides that no redevelopment corporation may: "After a development has been commenced, sell, transfer or assign any real
property in the development area without first obtaining the consent of the supervising
agency ...." (Emphasis added.) It may be maintained that the emphasized portion indicates by negative inference that the redevelopment corporation is at liberty to enter
into contingent contracts of sale with prospective occupants prior to approval of the
development plan, without first obtaining the consent of the supervising agency, on the
ground that a development, for purposes of federal aid, or operation under state auspices,
cannot be "commenced" within the purview of any enabling legislation without approval
of the development plan. Discussed supra note 152 and supra note 161 and related texts.
However, a literal interpretation of the emphasized phrase is unacceptable due to
indicia of a contrary legislative intent contained in two other subdivisions of the same
section which omit the words "after a development has been commenced" from the
restrictions on freedom of action of a redevelopment corporation. That is, it is provided
that no redevelopment corporation shall lease any building in the development area without first obtaining the approval of the supervising agency, N.Y. Priv. Fin. Law § 206(7),
nor may it mortgage any of its real property without first obtaining the approval of the
supervising agency, N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 206(8).
It may be argued, therefore, that these express provisions as to lease and mortgage,
since they lack any qualifying words as to the stage of progress in the development, apply
to actions both before and after the commencement of the development, so that the insertion of the emphasized qualifying words in connection with sale, transfer or assignment
was one calculated to limit application of the section only to instances after commencement of a development. By the same token, the opposite conclusion might be reached by
arguing that the whole tenor of the section, regarding all the subdivisions as an integrated
unit, is to provide for control by the local supervising agency of disposition by the redevelopment corporation, regardless of whether made before approval of the plan; there
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Restrictions imposed upon freedom of the method of development of
project land may tend to exert the greatest influence upon private participation
in the project in light of prescribed consequences exacted in the event of default
or other deviation from the plan of redevelopment. 255 Project land must compete for buyers with private sellers who generally are amenable to no
restrictions other than zoning, and who have great flexibility in financial and
other arrangements in accommodating purchasers. Thus, any modalities imposed
on developers more cumbrous than restrictions obtaining in the private market,
may impede facility of disposition if the aggregate disadvantages outweigh
the benefits of the land-cost write-down 256
Under the Federal Housing Act, it is required that in any contract for
federal aid, the municipal governing body must impose obligations upon purchasers or lessees and their assigns that the project land will be devoted to the
uses specified in the renewal plan; 2 57 that improvements will be commenced
within a reasonable time; and that any other conditions imposed by the
Administrator before execution of the contract for a grant or loan will be
complied with.5 8 In addition, the redeveloper of a federally assisted project
must provide decent dwellings, with comparable locations and rentals for
families displaced from the renewal area.2 5 9 There is no comparable require0
ment under the federal statutes for displacement of business or industry.
being no sound reason why any distinction should be intended between sale and lease.
There may be some distinction, however, between a sale and a mortgage, since the mortgage
involves putting up property as security for indebtedness, title to which property must
reside in the mortgagor. Thus, there would be no need to insert a clause "after a development has been commenced" in provisions concerning mortgages.
Probably, a court could justifiably respond to either interpretation, substantiated by an
implied legislative policy of promoting or preventing such pre-disposition contracts, depending upon whether accomplishment of the renewal objectives is realized. However, as
a practical matter, if details are required of the -corporation, as discussed supra note 166
and related text, such agreements could be subjected to scrutiny by the local public agency
in connection with approval of details, prior to approval of the development plan, and
if the proposed contracts are unsatisfactory to the supervising agency, then approval of
the development may be withheld on the ground that the proposed method of financing
is not feasible.
255. In the broadest sense, the plan of redevelopment will involve detailed architectural design of the improvement; arrangements of financing and completion of construction; uses to which project land will be devoted; and arrangements for lease or sale
of the improved sites. See note 157 supra and related text.
256. For an impassioned plea that planning authorities should impose controls only
after equating (1) the gain to society which will result from the exercise of the govern-

mental power with (2) the loss to society which results from diminution of private rights
of property involved, see Smith, The Dilemma Faced by Municipalities in Controlling
Nearby Land Developments, 40 Neb. L. Rev. 318 (1960).
257. 68 Stat. 625 (1954), as amended, 73 Stat. 673, 42 U.S.C. § 1455(b) (1959).
258. 68 Stat. 625 (1954), as amended, 73 Stat. 673, 42 U.S.C. § 1455(b) (1959).
259. 42 U.S.C. § 1455(c). See also, discussion supra notes 160 and 163 and related
texts.
260. The omission seems to be deliberate on the part of the Legislature in light of
the historical preoccupation of federal legislation with renewal of residential areas. Of
course, with extension of the percentage of a project which may be devoted to nonreqidential renewal, one may expect a corresponding awareness of the need for aid in
relocation for existing businesses, with greater responsibility imposed upon the developer.
Cf. Waite, supra note 1, at 306, who asserts that one cannot infer a legislative intent
not to extend relocation aid to displaced business "because the situation of business displaced
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Controls against discrimination imposed as a condition of governmental
aid in financing the project 261 may also be encountered. While the policy
objective of achieving integration where governmental funds are involved
cannot be objected to on the highest level of abstraction, it must be realized
that at the operational level of a mixed occupancy development, this added
burden upon the developer may deter participation because of uncertainties
connected with the effect of compulsory non-discrimination upon the development.
Provisions are also prevalent against resale by a developer prior to
completion of improvements, 262 and are calculated to assure completion of
the project and discourage speculation in undeveloped land by redevelopers
who would rather deal in the arbitrage of urban renewal futures than in construction. To accomplish this end, a combination of lease and option to buy
arrangement may be effective,2 63 with interim rental fixed at an amount sufficient to service the municipality's debt, and the redeveloper's option to
purchase becoming void for the redeveloper's failure to build according to
the plan's specifications.
However, there appears to be no inherent impropriety in resale of a part
of the renewal tract, at no profit to the redeveloper, if such sale expedites
the obligations of the development, e.g., where a small local group which was
unable to undertake development of. the entire tract, wIll assist the redeveloper
by completing part of the tract.2 64 Further, where the prolific endeavors of
the redeveloper, rather than the fact of his ownership, are responsible for
appreciating the value of the land, e.g., installation of a total sewer system
by the one type of project is unlikely to be analogous to that of businesses displaced by
the other, for at least two reasons. The number of businesses displaced might be far
greater in a non-residential project than in a residential one; and the businesses displaced
in the former type of project are likely to require much larger tracts of land than do the
businesses ousted in the latter type."
261. Although Congress has not yet incorporated a positive imposition of a policy of
non-discrimination in the federal statutes, certain state acts may be applicable in connection with housing accommodations located in the non-residential development, e.g., N.Y.
Pub. Hous. Law § 223; N.Y. Exec. Law §§ 290, 292(11) and 296(3). Cf. Dorsey v. Stuvvesant Town Corp., 299 N.Y. 512, 87 N.E.2d 541 (1949), cert. denied, 339 U.S. 981, where
the Court of Appeals held that prohibitions against discrimination imposed by the Public
Housing Law were not applicable to a redevelopment housing company, formed under
§ 3401 of McKinney's Uncons. Laws, which was not an arm of the State. See also. Brans-

comb, An Analysis of Attempts to Prohibit Racial Discrimination, 28 Geo. Wash. L. Rev.

758 (1960); and Comment, 59 Colum. L. Rev. 782 (1959).
262. See 1957 Guide Form H-6209; and Urban Renewal Manual, pt. 14, ch. 1, § 1,
p. 3. See also HFA L.P.A. Manual, pt. 3, ch. 6, § 4 (1955), permitting such re-sale
only if the new purchaser is qualified and assumes the obligations of the original developer;
and provided the original developer is not released from his obligations until redevelopment improvements have been properly completed. Housing Act of 1949 § 105(b), as
amended, 73 Stat. 673, 42 U.S.C. § 1455(b) (1959).
263. Lease arrangements are discussed supra notes 148, 149 and accompanyig texts.
264. In suggesting an arbitrary percentage of project land *which might be sold
unimproved without creating a presumption that the developer purchased the tract for
speculation, one commentator has suggested: "As a beginning, it seems reasonable that
no one would buy and assume primary responsibility for redeveloping seventy-five percent
of a project area in order to sell twenty-five percent." Brownfield, Supra note 104, at 758;
and see Fitzpatrick, supra note 149, at 349.
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for the tract or other architectural improvements, it is condign that a percentage of that cost be reimbursed to the redeveloper via a pro rata increase
in the resale price. In the event such partial disposition is to be countenanced,
all obligations regulating the development must also be made enforceable
against the assignee.
Also, to assure compliance with the re-development plan, the municipality
may be expected to impose controls of height, use, construction and zoning,
via a zoning map or by covenants running with the land, usually for a
period of forty years, and the redeveloper's right of re-sale would be forfeited
5
pursuant to contractual obligation for failure of substantial compliance. Under the General Municipal Law, in order to amend or make any change
in an urban renewal program, the change must be submitted to the Commissioner of Public Housing, who is empowered to transmit his criticisms and
suggestions to the municipality.266 However, it would seem that the approval
of amendments by the Commissioner is required only for those programs
actually assisted by state loans, periodic subsidies or capital grants. There is
nothing to indicate that such suggestions must be adopted by the municipality
in the case of non-state assisted renewal programs. Rather, it would appear that
the statute seeks to assure the wisdom and objectivity of a second viewpoint.
Regardless of whether the program is state assisted, the municipality is
required to file with the Commissioner of Public Housing a detailed statement
of the cost of the program, when requested at any time during the development,
07
and within a reasonable time after completion of the urban renewal program.2
In addition, the municipality must file with the commissioner periodic reports
as requested by the commissioner, covering the municipality's operations and
activities in connection with the program. 268 Further, under the General
Municipal Law, the Commissioner is authorized to intervene in any action or
proceeding affecting any urban renewal program, and "take such steps as may
be necessary or desirable to protect the public interest."200 Conceivably such
facultative intervention of the Commissioner, in promoting the interests of
265.

See Johnstone, supra note 6, at 306; Brownfield, supra note 104, at 744, et seq.;

and Waite, supra note 1, passim. For an enumeration of restrictive covenants, their nature,
extent and efficacy, see Delahant, Jr., supra note 139, at 340, et seq. For the view that

non-residential development is worthy of protection from residential encroachment by
zoning and subdivisions prohibiting other uses within industrial zones, see Schmandt,
Municipal Control of Urban Expansion, 29 Fordham L. Rev. 637, 642 (1961). New York
city zoning controls are discussed by Felt, Modern Zoning and Planning Progress in New
York, 29 Fordham L. Rev. 681 (1961). For a criticism of rigid zoning ordinances as impeding desirable urban design, see Goldston & Scheuer, Zoning of Planned Residential Developments, 73 Harv. L. Rev. 241 (1959).
266. N.Y. Munic. Law § 514. Since the statute specifically calls for filing of the
change "with the commissioner by the municipality," it follows under a literal reading that
only the city can submit such proposed change, so that any changes initiated by the redeveloper impliedly require municipal approval in the hierarchal transmission to the Com-

mission.

267. Ibid.
268. N.Y. Munic. Law § 515.
269. N.Y. Munic. Law § 516.
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the public, may not coincide with the interests of the redeveloper involved
in such litigation; although, since the prospect of litigation always seems
remote at the inception of a project, such provision is not likely to deter
participation.
As may be expected, the General Municipal Law requires that any deed,
lease or instrument by which real property and appurtenances thereto is
conveyed, shall provide that the purchaser, lessee or grantee shall "replan,
clear, rehabilitate, restore, renew, conserve, improve, reconstruct or redevelop
such property in accordance with the urban-renewal plan as approved by
the governing body, and within a definite and reasonable period of time."2 0
A comparable requirement appears in the Private Housing Finance Law,
which directs that a condition be inserted in any deed transferring project
property, to the effect that the redevelopment corporation will devote the
real property granted only for the development purposes. In the event of a
breach of this condition, the municipality has the right to re-enter and repossess the real property. 271 Presumably, the municipality would have the
right to dispose of the project property to any other party for a monetary
equivalent to the original bid price. As a matter of practice, this re-entry and
repossession would probably be accomplished by a reverter with right of reentry reserved to the local public agency. 272 Since it may be provided that
a reverter terminates automatically upon completion of the redevelopment;
and since the reverter recognizes the lien of the mortgage, and does not affect
the redeveloper unless he defaults in his contractual obligations, it has won
favor with municipalities. Alternatively, a covenant to reconvey might be
employed, but since it is not a summary remedy, it may involve protracted
litigation, and therefor is less attractive to a local public agency.
Under the General Municipal Law, the Commissioner of Public Housing
is empowered to define what constitutes a "substantial breach" of the provisions attached to any form of state assistance, and in the event of such substantial breach, to declare any unpaid balance to be due forthwith and to
273
reduce or terminate any periodic subsidies payable under the contract.
"IKhe Private Housing Finance Law also provides that if a redevelopment
270. N.Y. Munic. Law §§ 507(3) and 556(3).
271. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 219(6). The Headnote of this section is "Sale or lease
of real property by a city to a redevelopment corporation." Yet, subdivision 6 requires
only that "The deed shall contain a condition" as set forth in the body of the text. (Emphasis added.) Thus, a literal reading would exclude a lease from the ambitus of the
subdivision. This strict construction is corroborated by § 220, which deals with "Provisions
of lease" and imposes no such condition in the lease.
272. See H.H.F.A. Guide Form H-6209 (1957). The reverter has achieved some
popularity in the New York region. Brownfield, supra note 104, at 755.
273. N.Y. Munic. Law §§ 511(3) and 558(2). This would appear to be a valid
delegation of power to the commissioner [discussed supra note 1351, although requirements
of hearing and notice would probably be implied before forfeiture can be countenanced.
See Small Business Investment Program, which authorizes forfeiture of all rights, privileges
and franchises of a small business investment company for violation of the statute, but
only upon a judicial determination of-such violation. 75 Stat. 755 (1961).
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corporation shall not have obtained certificates of approval of its development
plan274 within twelve months of the date upon which it became a redevelopment corporation, or shall not have "substantially" complied with the development plan within the time limit specified, then upon a court order 275
establishing the fact of failure to obtain such certificate or failure to comply
substantially, the redevelopment corporation shall cease to have the special
to it and must thereafter remove the word
rights, powers and privileges granted
270
"Redevelopment" from its name.
Further limitations upon the redevelopment corporation's freedom of
action are prescribed by the Private Housing Finance Law. 277 The redevelopment corporation is prohibited from undertaking any phase beyond acquisition
without having obtained the required certificates of approval from the planning commission or supervising agency. 78 It is prevented from varying the
development plan without approval from the planning commission or supervising agency, and it cannot dispose of, lease or mortgage realty after a development has been commenced, i.e., property acquired, without first obtaining the
2 79
consent of the supervising agency.
Parenthetically, many attempts have been made to limit the income
derived from the property in the guise of limiting the use. However, a limitation as to the rent to be paid by tenants does not relate to use, but rather
to price.280 Nevertheless, the preceding provisions of the Private Housing
Finance Law requiring consent of the supervising agency may provide a
fulcrum for price regulation.28 1 The redevelopment corporation is prohibited
from undertaking more than one development; making any guarantee without
obtaining the approval of the supervising agency; or reorganizing or dissolving
28 2
without obtaining the approval of the supervising agency.
274. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 205(2). These certificates of approval must be
obtained from the planning commission and the supervising agency pursuant to § 203, id.,
discussed supra note 161 and related text.
275. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 213 prescribes the procedure for obtaining such a
court order. The planning commission or supervising agency certifies such failure on the
part of the redevelopment corporation to the chief legal officer of the municipality, who
commences proceedings in the Supreme Court of the State to establish the fact of such
failure or to obtain an injunction against the corporation.
276. Discussed supra, notes 130-32,'and related text.
277. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 206.
278. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 206.
279. Discussed supra note 254. In the case of a lease, the approval of the supervising
agency may be withheld only if the lease is being made for the purpose of evading the
provisions of the Urban Redevelopment Corporation Law § 206(7).
280. See Brownfield, supra note 104, at 744.
281. While price controls are not directly imposed by the N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law, its
provisions prohibiting dividends and surplus, discussed supra note 69 and accompanying
text, operate to assure the lowest rental by forbidding the accrual of any surplus to the
corporation, and accordingly destroying the motive requisite for profitable operation.
282. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 206. In the case of dissolution, the supervising
agency may impqse such conditions as necessary to protect the city in the proceeds of

sale of realty; and the certificate of dissolution may not be filed in the Department of
State without such endorsement. Also, as we have seen, under the Private Housing Finance
Law, the redevelopment corporation may not pay interest on its income debentures, if
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It is also mandatory that the redevelopment corporation establish and
maintain such depreciation and other reserves, surplus and other accounts as
the supervising agency may reasonably require, and furnish to the supervising
agency when required, financial information, statements, audited reports or
other material. 283
Under the Public Authorities Law, a local development corporation must
agree to comply with the rules and regulations of the Authority relating to
assisted projects, and to submit to examination of its books of account and
corporate records by the Authority at such time as the Authority may require
during the term of any mortgage loan made to the corporation by the
Authority. 2 4 Provision is made authorizing the Authority to consent to the
modification of the time of payment of any installment of principal or interest
when necessary or desirable for fulfillment of the purposes of the Act.2815 No
dividends may be declared, and all surplus must be paid as additional interest
28
to the Authority.
Municipal controls may also impose time limitations upon performance,
enforcing compliance by leasing the site to developers with an option to buy,
exercisable only upon fulfillment of the developer's obligations within a designated time. Thus, the municipality will be able to service its debt under
the lease arrangement, while preserving the opportunity to resell the tract
a
upon the developer's default.as
In addition, exacting deposits of money or delivery of a performance
bond as evidence of financial responsibility or to insure completion of site
improvements in compliance with the plan or within a specified time limit may
also be employed by the municipality. Control over completed commercial and
industrial property beyond regulation by ordinances and codes applicable to
the general community will seldom be asserted by the municipality except for
2 88
regulation of parking rates.
A bond or cash deposit in an amount equivalent to one-half of one
percent to two percent of the estimated cost of construction performance
intended to be assured, or five percent to ten percent of the purchase price
any, except out of net earnings which would have been applicable to the payment of
dividends on capital stock had there been no such income debentures; nor can the corporation pay as compensation for services, or contract so to pay, its officers, or employees in
an amount greater than the maximum permitted in the development plan, or absent such
limitation, in an amount exceeding the reasonable value of such services. Supra note 80,
et seq.
283. N.Y. Priv. Hous. Fin. Law § 210. An annual reserve for each parcel in the
development is authorized.
284. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1825(4).
285. N.Y. Pub. Auth. Law § 1804(13).

286. Discussed supra note 100 and related text.
287.

Discussed supra notes 152, 263 and accompanying texts.

288. Goldston, supra note 90, at 170. However, restrictions as "to rents or sales,
capital structure, rate of return and methods of operation," should be expected in connection with F.HA. mortgage insurance, when affecting a predominantly non-residential
development. Fitzpatrick, The Private Developer in the Urban Renewal Program, Municipal
Law Service Letter, Vol. 9, No. 3, p. 1, 2 (March, 1959).
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of the project land, is increasingly required by the municipality; to be refunded
upon completion of a pre-arranged percentage of the project in the manner
prescribed and within the time designated. 28s
Where such deposits are required, a desideratum for the redeveloper will
be the pro rata application of the deposit toward the purchase price, as the
developer completes construction, in order to reduce the period of capital
immobilization. The redeveloper may also be expected to alleviate further
the severity of the deposit provision by inserting an escape clause in the
development contract, permitting the redeveloper to avoid the obligation if
reasonably satisfactory financing cannot be obtained.
VII.

CONCLUSION

An integrated, ambient private participation, so essential to successful
implementation of urban renewal objectives, may be effectuated by recourse
to the congeries of available enabling and assisting statutes. While private
participation will generally organize to produce a profitable return on an urban
renewal investment via disposition of improved and developed sites at a profit
to ultimate project occupants, it may also serve as an entity, generally nonprofit, organized to lend readily available equity capital to profit-seeking redevelopers for use in site acquisition and building construction.
While the delicate equating of advantages against mandatory restrictions
and regulations imposed by any given statute can be determined only according to prevailing endemic conditions, the following generalizations are perhaps
permissible. Usually, where private interests seek restoration of a deteriorated
area, this result is best accomplished by alliance with the federal urban
renewal program2 because of extensive and varied financial assistance rendered
for planning, acquisition, tenant relocation and site clearance. Participation
in the federal program, however, involves a considerable expiration of time
before eligibility is established and financial assistance is received. In addition, generally a substantial percentage of the land value must have been
acquired independently of federal aid before any grant is awarded, although
available loan funds partially neutralize this disadvantage. Occasionally, the
number of public hearings, approvals, reviews and mandatory disclosures of
profits and operations, coupled with the obligation to provide for relocation
of families displaced from the renewal area, may tend to discourage integration into the federal program.
Too, federal aid is available only to municipalities which have undertaken
an urban renewal program, and conceivably, involvement of the municipality
289. One writer, Brownfield, supra note 104, at 751, has taken the view that the
amount of such deposits is too small to be significant as security for payment of damages
for breach of the-disposition contract, and yet discourages performance by materially increasing the capital requirements of developers. He states that "The overwhelming majority
of counsel offices .. .were of the opinion that the net result of abandoning the provisions
of security for performance would be a benefit to the program." Id. at 752.
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in the project is not always advantageous or possible. Moreover, participation
by the municipality would impose, by necessary implication, the provisions
of the New York General Municipal Law, independently requiring various and
multiple approvals; public hearings; preliminary findings of the area's qualification as an urban renewal project; and full public disclosure of all particulars
concerning profits and operations; any of which statutory demands may deter
desirable private participation.
On the other hand, municipal participation is strongly indicated because
of the additional state financial assistance rendered to the municipality in the
form of grants, loans, subsidies and advances to assist the municipal share of
financing. In addition, the eminent domain powers of the city, both general
and specially conferred by the enabling statute will be frequently essential
for feasible acquisition of project property. Moreover, municipal participation
in the program may assure additional assumption of the renewal project cost
by the municipality, itself, via cash grants, and non-cash grant-in-aid credit
realized by certain improvements made by the municipality. In addition, a
municipal urban renewal agency organized under the General Municipal Law
may also be desirable in some instances, since it may finance programs by bond
issues independently of municipal funds and statutory debt limitations, and
because it is invested with broad powers of condemnation, including the power
to take land devoted to a pre-existing public use.
. Assuming that the desirability of federal and municipal participation
has been determined, attention must next be directed to the precise role of
private participation in the renewal endeavor. Where an entity is contemplated
which will supply equity capital to redevelopers and ultimate project occupants,
organization may be under the general enabling statutes, as a stock or membership corporation; as a partnership, syndication, real estate investment
trust; or as a corporation organized under special enabling acts, e.g., Private
Housing Finance Law, Public Authorities Law or Small Business Investment
Program.
The privileges and benefits derived from organization under any special
act generally bear concomitant mandatory restrictions upon entity form; impose
compulsory prerequisites to action and the receipt of aid; and assert controls
over the phases of development and disposition of the project, some of which
may be incompatible with certain objectives of -the entity. Tax considerations,
project size and expense, and statutory interdictions denying involvement in
more than one facet of renewal activity, frequently suggest a nexus of complementary development entities, segmented both temporally and geographically to afford private participation the greatest aggregate assistance possible.
The most obvious advantage of organization under -the Small Business
Investment Program, is the opportunity, via sale of the company's debentures
to the Small Business Authority, to amass capital with which the company's
loan program can be financed. Also, issuance of dividends are authorized to
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the extent necessary to attract a broad base of private participation in the
company, thereby further enhancing the capitalization potential of the
company. Possible disadvantages of the Small Business Investment company
are the requirements for a broad base of local, community participation, which
may discourage potential non-resident, substantial investors reluctant to
relinquish effective control of their investment. Too, limitations upon ownership of the company are imposed upon anyone having a pecuniary interest
in the assisted project, which factor tends to discourage financial participation
by project occupants-parties most directly concerned with the success of the
development. In addition, the company must be organized solely for the
purpose of performing the loan functions of the Small Business Investment
Program, and is authorized to render loan assistance only when aid is not
available from other sources, both of which features tend to circumscribe the
effectiveness of entity operations. The need to procure approvals from the
Small Business Investment Authority for agreements and disposition contracts
and for contemplated disbursement of proceeds, is also imposed upon the
company, which additional scrutiny and control may render organization under
the statute unattractive in certain instances.
The most salient features of the Real Estate Investment Trust are its
profit-making character and its exemption from federal corporate taxation. On
the other hand, the requirements of a broad base of community participation,
and limitations upon the extent of individual ownership, may discourage
potential large investors, desirous of retaining substantial control over their
investment.
The prominent advantage of organization as a non-profit redevelopment
corporation under the Public Authorities Law is the eligibility to receive loan
funds from the New York State Job Development Authority, for use as capital
with which to finance the corporation's loan program. Moreover, the Authority is vested with broad powers of condemnation, including the power
to take land devoted to a pre-existing public use, where required by the
corporation. However, the benefits of the Public Authorities Law are available
only for critical unemployment areas in the State, and the requirements that
all operations of the corporation be subject to review by the Authority, that
the corporation be non-profit, and that project occupants be restricted in the
extent of their participation in the redevelopment corporation, may tend to
discourage desirable participation in the corporate endeavors.
For the redeveloper interested in realizing a profit on his investment by
participation in direct and actual development and disposition of the renewal
project, the choice is essentially between organization as an entity form to
which no special powers or benefits attach, e.g., a partnership, syndication,
real estate investment trust, membership or stock corporation, vis-A-vis organization as a redevelopment corporation under the Private Housing Finance Law.
The advantages of such incorporation include eligibility for partial exemption
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of corporate property from local real property taxes fox a period up to ten
years, and investiture with direct, independent powers of condemnation, including the taking of land devoted to a pre-existing public use, with the
municipality authorized to advance temporarily the sums necessary for acquisition of project land. On the other hand, the condemnation powers are
sapped of some vigor by requirements that fifty-one percent of project Jand
be independently acquired before such power may be invoked, and that
approval of the Public Service Commission be obtained before condemnation
is permitted of any property belonging to a public utility corporation.
Relatively minor restrictions upon the source -of interest on income
debentures and on stock dividends may deter investment in certain instances.
The need to prepare a detailed development plan; amenability o multiple
public hearings and to review of corporate activities and profits; the necessity
for procuring various approvals of the plan and of disposition contracts; -of
establishing the feasibility of the project and ability to complete the development; time limitations within -which the foregoing inust be performed; subjection to requirements to maintain depredation and other reserves, and
submit reports as required by the supervising agency, may also deter ,organization under the Private Housing Finance law in certain-instances, -notwithstanding its advantages.
In addition to these aids from statutory sources, DDevelopment Foundation
revolving loan funds, income from interim land uses, creation of special mprovement districts, -arious leasing arrangements, direct loans from the
Small Business Investment Authority and conventional loan funds are also
adaptable to urban renewal requirements. It -would seem -ossible, therefore,
by a symbiosis of divers private interests, and an amalgam of eterogeneous
statutory assistance, to assure effective and _icient -private -arficipafion .at
every stage of an urban renewal projecL

